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Introduction

Introduction

•
s t sit and scratch these
words on parchment, I
can still hear Lady
Pella's words. "This
realm is beset by en

emies, with power far greater thanour
loyal HomeGuard. can hope to oppose,
save at the cost of their lives. Weare in
dire need of aid, good scribe, and I
believe the time has come to tum to
those called Storm Knights."

In my heart, I saw the wisdom of
her decision, but it falls to me as her
most faithful servant to pose the argu
ments the House leaders will un
doubtedly make. "But, my Lady, can
not theassembled mightof the Houses
of Aysledefeat any foe? Must we tum
to others, many of them non-Ayslish,
for salvation?"

She had, of course, already consid
ered this point. "It is not a decision I
have made lightly, butonlyafter much
thought. In truth, the armies of Aysle
are formidable and courageous, but
though it saddens me to say so, there
are Houses who have refused topledge
their loyalty to the Light, and would
fight for our enemies. The perils we
face require heroes we can trust with
outquestion,ofconsUIOInateskilland
daring. No, I fear the Knights are our
last, best hope."

Another concern sprang to mind,
and t dutifully gave it voice. "Lady
Pella, how will we send our messages
to the Storm Knights? They belong to
no one land, and fight under no one
banner. Countlessgroupsof folk battle
under that name. I have heard there
are even - Dunad help us! - giants
among them!"

Lady Ardinay rose from her chair
and walked to the fireplace, stopping
to stare at the golden flames that
danced. within. "Tell me, scribe-have
you ever heard of a queenswrath?"

1mustadmit, a shudder ran through
my frame at her question. Aye, I knew
of what she spoke, although she used
the loose English translation of an
Ayslish word. A "queenswrath" is a
decree that brands one as an enemy of
the ruler, or a particular situation as a

threat to the realm. It can be with
drawn only by she who issues it, and
those warriors whose services are
called upon through a queenswrath
must pay heed to it above all else.

At one time, the queenswrath was
quite common in the cosm of Aysle.
The power to put forth such a procla·
mation originally rested with the rul
ers of every House, and were used to
order the arrest of traitors, thieves and
murderers.Soon, however, thedecrees
began to beabused, as Houses pointed
accusing fingers at eachotherandsmall
disputes grew into full-scale wars.

After the War of the Crowns, the
queenswrath privilegewasgivenover
to the Speaker of the People, Lady
Ardinay, but it has been used only
sparingly over the last 500 years, as
there have been few threats to her
regime. The fact that she wished to use
it now told mea great deal about how
dire the danger we face truly is.

I knew as well, from the look on
Lady Pella's face, that she was not
comfortable with the Core Earth
translation of the term. She never de
sired to be "queen" of this realm, and
is well aware that the natives of this
cosm have one they have bestowed
that titIeupon. But in this time of war,
there must be one person with whom
decisions rest, and Lady Ardinay has
that honorand burden. In the minds of
many Core Earthers, that and her re
gal manner make her theequivalentof
a queen, and she has accepted the title,
feeling it is a small concession to those
struggling to adjust to a new reality.

And so, that is the origin of the
volume you hold in your hands. &und
between these covers are the
queenswrathdecreesof Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light, Speaker of the
People,and ruler of therealmof Aysle.
Within these scrolls are foul deeds,
perpleXing mysteries, and evil beyond
measure. Before embarking on any of
thesequests,Storm Knights, take heed.:
death has the wings of a dragon in
Aysle, and oftenapproaches in silence.
Beware the creatures of the eternal
night, and the powers ofdark sorcery.

And remember that upon your shoul·
ders rests the very existence of this
realm..

Adventure by
Decree

Queenswrath is a supplement for
Torg: Roleplaying the Possibility Wars.
You must have the Torg Rulebooktorun
the adventures contained in this book.

Each entry consists of the actual
scroll containing Ardinay's
queenswrath proclamation, which can
be read aloud to the players;
gamemaster information, revealing the
truth behind the mysteries of Aysle;
descriptions and statistics for the vil
lains and other major non-player
characters; and a detailed map of a
crucial site in the adventure.

Although these quests are initiated
by Ardinay for the defense of Aysle,
they involve trips to as far away as the
Living Land and the Cyberpapacy,
and foes range from Ayslish sorcerers
and vile creatures to Nile mummies,

L.CI'---J rnportant Note

Aside from the decrees
themselves, the material in this
book is intended to be read by
thegamemasteronly.1fa player
reads this book, he will be ruin
ing the fun for himself and ev
eryone else in the group.

Thegamemastershould read
an adventure thoroughly before
attempting to run it. This will
allow the gamemaster to famil
iarize herself with sites, foes,
and major encounters that may
take place, and better prepare
her to handle any unexpected
behavior by the players. The
entries in this book do not have
to be played in the order in
which they appear.
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cybperpriests,and Nippon Tedtninjas.
In addition, the adventures in this

book can be used with other fantasy
roleplaying systems.

The Realm of Aysle
Aysle is a realm of fantasy, divided

between the forces of Light, led by
Lady Pella Ardinay, and the forces of
Darkness, led by Lord Angar Uthorion.
Centuries ago, Uthorion led an inva
sion from Orrorsh into the cosm of
Aysle, conquering that land and p0s
sessing the body of Ardinay. He ruled
by fear for 500 years, until the day he
mounted an invasion of Earth's cosmo
As he traveled down the maelstrom
bridge to Oxford, England, he was
lured into the Dream Time and at
tacked by Tolwyn of House Tancred
and a group of Storm Knights. His
spirit was sundered from the body of
Ardinay and forced to take refuge in
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that of a Viking chieftain. Ardinay's
spirit was able to return to her body,
and she called for a truce between
Aysle and Earth.

Her call, however, was not heeded
by all, and a civil war now rages in the
realm. The loss of Ardinay's form has
cost Uthorion the use of his Darkness
Device, and he desperately seeks to
repossess her and make use of the
JX>wer of Drakacanus, the obsidian
crown. Meanwhile, he continues to
oversee the battle against her from his
base in Norway.

Ardinay has thus far resisted the
siren song of the Darkness Device,
unwilling to pay the price it would
demand for granting her power. She
has allied herself with the Storm
Knights, as well as creating a Home
Guard for the protection of the realm,
led by Tolwyn. Ardinay has made
Christ Church College in Oxford her
headquarters.

The realm itself encompasses all or
part of England, Wales, Ireland, Srot
land, Norway, Sweden, Finland and
Denmark. In addition, the English
Channel is overlaid with violent real
ity storms, making journeys through
the area perilous indeed.

Magic is a major factor in Aysle,
being a crucial part of the social
structure, economy, and day~to-day

life of the realm. All folk born in the
C05m of Aysle have some inherent
magic skill and knowledge, and many
Core Earth natives are making the ef
fort to learn sorcery to help them sw
vive in the realm.

Aysle is home toa diverse collection
of folk,. including humans, Vikings,
ice nomads, dwarves, elves, giants,
half-folk and lesser folk, as well as an
abundance of creatures. All of this
combines to make Aysle a perilous
place to visit, and an even more dan
gerous place to live.



Thr Unholy Order

The Unholy Order

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Awarning to alltrav"ers in the Eire region,
With the multitude of changes oe<:uning in this cosm in recent months, many have

turned 10 religion for solace. The roads leading to thechapels, monasteriesand otherholy
places in our realm are commonly filled with pilgrims, and many aship carrying the
faithful now sails Ayslish waters.

Alas,anumber 01these journeysare haughl withdanger. We have recenllyheard the
pleas 01 families in lreIand and Wales, imploring us to seek out the cause 01 their loved
ones' disappearances All were journeying to the monastery at Tower HilL some on
hor>eback and some byship to Ross Port and then overland to the sacred place. Onlyone
of these pilgrims hasever been seen again, ayeoman named Bales, who was discovered
wandering the fields near Tower Hill, driven mad with fear.

Attemptsby the HomeGuard to investigate the IIIOllaSteryhave provenfruitless- The
monkswill say only thai many 01 the pilgrims who come there find such peace that they
never wish to leave OurGuardsmen have not been allowed admittance to thebuilding,
~~~~~.seek.b~~andnot~.are~

or who "wield black son:ery:
Despite the assurances ofthe monks, we aredistuJbed by this situation. Weare asking

thaiStorm Knights mountasearclt for the missing pilgrims,beforewon! of thissituation
spreads and the devout find themselves shackled by tenor.

Gamemaster Information: The
TowerHill monastery is now inhabited
bya wizard and 10animated skeletons.
The wizard, known asOdmor, arrived
at the holy place one stormy night and
begged sanctuary of the fruus within.
Heclaimed that a mob of ghouls were
after him, seeking to kill him for his
purity of heart.

The good monks took Odmor in
it would prove to be their last mistake.
In the dead of night he traveled from
chamber to chamber, slaying each
mendicant in turn and then animating
their bones to serve his ends. Odmor
now runs the monastery, with the
skeletons, still clad in their habits, as
his servants. He has outfitted each
with armor and a dagger, and now
uses thesacred site asa deadly trap for
the faithful.

Odmor reasoned that the spiritual
strength people find in their religion
could prove a potent weapon against
the forces of corruption. The pilgrim
ages were the most obvious example
of the return to faith in Aysle, and
some way had to be found to stop this
activity - thus Odmor's plan to con·
quer a monastery and murder any
pilgrims that visit it. Eventually the
tale would spread, making people ei·
ther too afraid to seek out holy places
or forcing Ardinay's govemment to
ban the pilgrimages as too dangerous.

Odmorandhisskeletonshaveslain
over 150 pilgrims so far, and buried
them in a mass grave behind the
monastery. They do all their digging
at night, so as not to arouse the atten
tion of the populace.

U the Storm Knights hope to make
any headway in their investigation,
they will have to disguise themselves
as pilgrims and travel to Tower Hill
(feelfreetointroduceotherperilsalong
the way - roving bands of goblins, a
fierce troll, etc. - but not too many, so
they can make it to the monastery
relatively unscathed). They will also
have to abandon any weapons that
cannot be easily concealed, or Odmor
will not admit them to the monastery.

The monastery is a huge building
constructed during the Middle Ages,
riddled with secret passages. There is
a large wine cellar, a chapet, spartan
quarters for the monks, and a cemetery
outside where deceased friars are
buried.

The farmers in the area are willing
to share their views on the monastery
with the Knights. Some believe that
the monks committed some great sin
are now doing penance for it, which
would explain why they are so rarely
seen and why the amountof food they
purchase from the farms dropped so
rapidly. Others claim that the monks
have turned away from God, and the
Devil is providing for their needs. Still
others have accepted Odmor's story
that the pilgrims have simply taken
up residence there.

Odmor, confident, will not try very
hard to pierce the Knights' disguises.
He will personally show them to their
sleeping chambers, and inform them
that no food will be served, as the
order is fasting. Should the Knights
spot any of the other monks, they will
be walking with their heads down
<cowls pulled up), arms folded, and
hands hidden inside their sleeves. In
this way, no one can tell they are but
skeletons.

Theonly pactof the skeleton's body
that is not armored is its feet, so that
there will be no metallic sound when
they strike the pavement. But the
skeletons must be shod in some way,
or the scraping of their bones on the
stone floors would give away their
identities, and so they have strips of
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cloth wrapped around their feet to
muffle the noise.

If the Knights try to speak to one of
the skeletal monks, itwill not respond,
but simply shuffle away. Odmor will
do his best to keep the Knights from
coming intocontactwith theskeletons,
however.

Each Knight will have his own
sleeping chamber. The quarters are
virtually empty of furniture, except
for a narrow bed and a wash basin.
The doors are bolted shut from the
outside at night, and the windows are
barred. At some point in the night,
each Knight will be visited byOdmor,
who will tell him to go with one of the
monksand seeupclosethe "miracleof
Tower Hill'"

Each Knight will then be led by a
monk intothechapei. where twoother
monks will be waiting. They will step
aside to allow the Knight to kneel at
the altar. As he does so, they will at
tack with daggers drawn and try to
kill him. (Run this encounterwitheach
player individually, sending the rest
out of the room so they will not be
forewarned.)

Any Knight who escapes the skel
etons can try and free his comrades
and eliminate the rest of the mon
strosities. Once Odmor realizes that
his visitors are Storm Knights, he will
allow the skeletons to shed the monk
habits and reveal their identities.
Odmor will then duck down a secret
passage to his sanctum, where he will
be safe during the battle to come.

The skeletons will attempt to use
stealth to mount their attacks, striking
from out of secret passages. If the
Knightscan defeat them, they can then
explore the passages and try to find
Odmor. With thesorcerer's defeat, the
Knights can search his sanctum and
obtain a chest filled with fire, metal
and light knowledge stones.

Upon their return to Oxford, the
Knights can inform Ardinay of their
success. She will tell them that the
realm's ecclesiastical authorities will
decide whether to send a new order of
monks to inhabit Tower Hill. or to
Simply bum the tainted monastery to
the ground and build anew.

Odmor
DEXTERITY 9
Melee weapons 10, stealth 11, un
armed combat 10
STRENGTH 8
TOUGHNESS 8
PERCEPTION 11
Alteration magic 12,scholar (arcane
lore) 13
MIND 11
Conjuration magic 14
CHARISMA to
Charm 12, persuasion 11, taunt 11
SPIRIT 9
Intimidation 10, reality 10
Possibilities: 8
Spells: ani,mJte skeleton.; charm per
son; conjurttl fireball; mage dark
Arune Knowledges: dark 4, living
Juras 4, unlivingJuras5,fire 5,magic3
Equipment: dagger, damage value
STR+3/1l
Description: Odmor is a tall, dark·

haired man withacompelling manner.
He has hawk-like features and deep-
set green eyes, and speaks with the
tone ofsomeoneaccustomed to giving
commands and having them obeyed.

Odmor was a high-ranking lieu·

(K] QueenswrQth: The Unholy Order
~ Tower Hill Monastery
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tenant ofArdinay/Uthorion's until the
victory by the Storm Knights which
freed Ardinay's spirit. During the
opening battles of the civil war that
ensued,Odmor's troopsdeserted him,
and he began to fall out of favor with
Uthorion. He undertook the Tower
Hill project without Uthorion's au·
thorization, and took the risk that it
would be certain to draw the High
Lord's attention to him.

Quote: 'Welcome, good pilgrims.
You have come seeking solace and
salvation, and our most holy order
opens its arms to you. Release the
burdens of your soul, and open your
hearts to the inevitable, thesweet peace
that comes to us aU.N

Skeldons
See page 32 of the Torg World Book,
or the Ays~ Sourubook.
Equipment: dagger, damage value
STR+3/13; armor, 1'OU+2/12
Note: immune to shock and KO
conditions.

Knowledge Stones
Enchanted knowledge stones are a

popular item among Ayslish sorcer·
eI'S. They have arcane knowledges fo
cused into them, and act as sorcerous
batteries of a sort. For example, a
pen;on with thealterationmQ~ skill can

use the knowledge contained within a
water stone to cast a fog spell, which
requires conjuration/water as its pat
tem. Each knowledge stone can be
used a limited number of times (com-

The Unholy Order

monly five), before the knowledge
must be refocused into them. They
range in price from the cheapest (the
water knowledge) to the most expen·
sive (the essence, death).

••
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The Fall of a Storm Knight

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To all loyal subjects,
It isoursadduty to inform you thatatraitor now walks among us. All citizensshould

be on their guard, for the individual in question was once arespected Storm Knight in
our service, and has an inHmate knowledge o( the secrets of Aysle. Tolwyn o( House
Tancred has turned from the side o( Light, and now battles by theside of ourenemies.

Fourdays past, Tolwyn was given orders to attend to amatter of great importance in
London. However, she saw fit to disobey these instructions, and returned in secret to
Oxford. Unaware of this breach o( discipline, her HomeGuardsmenaccepted the orders
she proceeded to give without question.

The changesshe implemented would have left the city vulnerable to attack, had they
not been discovered during an emergency drill. These alterations included the inexpli
cable desertion of the City Wall, our first line of defense. Anumber of scrolls have also
been stolen from lady Pella's chambers, and no evidenceof tampering with the lock was
(ound. Besides lady Ardinay, only three people know the hiding place of the key, and
Tolwyn is numbered among them. Her strange behavior must mark her as a likely
suspect.

Tolwyn is without question a brilliant woman, and she possesses excellent combat
skills. She will surely prove a formidable adversary, and great care must be taken in
laying a trap for her. II is for this reason that we call upon Storm Knights, those whose
ranks she once honored, to apprehend their former ally and bring her before us for
judgment.

Gamemaster Information: It is a
sad day when a ruler must face the
betrayal ofa close friend, as well as the
loss of a powerful warrior to her en
emies. From all the evidence, Tolwyn
seems to havegiven herself to the ways
of corruption, disgracing her name
and deserting herallies. But things are
not always as they appear to be in
Aysle, and it will take clever Knights
to find their way through this maze of
deception.

The truth behind Tolwyn's bizarre
behavior of late is that it is not her at
all, but an Orrorshan doppelganger in
her guise, whose task is tocreate havoc
in Aysle and thereby destroy the
warrior's reputation. This creature is
in the service of Uthorion, and has

••
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been promised a position of power in
the realm should she succeed in her
mission.

The real Tolwyn went to London,
as ordered, and completed the as
signment Ardinay had given her. She
was shadowed all of that time by two
goblins, who passed the word along
when she was preparing to depart.
(Tolwyn left the city before Ardinay's
proclamation was announced there,
so she does not realize the situation at
Ardinay's court.)

When the Knights come before
Ardinay, they will find a woman tom
between seemingly irrefutable evi
dence and her loyalty to Tolwyn. Al
though she has accepted the fact that
she must order Tolwyn's arrest, and

has even posted a reward of 2000
trades, still she feels as if the situation
is something other than it seems. If
asked why she still doubts the proof
that has been put before her, Ardinay
will cite the fact that her dogs know
Tolwyn's scent, and would not react
to her - yet when her suite was bro
ken into, the dogs raised such a fuss
that the entire building was roused.

Thedoppelganger's final task isalso
to be the most destructive: breaking
into Oxford's Blenheim Palace, steal
inganythingofvalue,and then putting
the historic building to the torch. This
is also the riskiest of her operations,
because the form she wears is now
wanted by the authorities, and for her
ploy to be successful, she must allow
herself to be seen in the area.

Thus, before Ardinay can finish
giving her reasons for doubting the
accusationsagainstTolwyn, word will
come thatshe has beensighted entering
Blenheim Palace. The Storm Knights
can proceed there immediately, but
pursuing the doppelganger will not
be so easy: as insurance, she has
squadrons of goblins, five apiece,
hidden in the rose gardens, stables,
and garage, with orders to attack
anyone who comes near the building.
Although the Knights should have no
real problem disposing of the goblins,
the sound of the fray will warn the
doppelganger of their presence.

When they enter the palace, all will
be quiet. The doppelganger will be
hiding behind the door in theenc10sed
banquet/sitting room,and will spring
to theattackassoonasa Knightcrosses
the threshold. Her appearance is
identical to that of Tolwyn, but there
are differences: her armor and sword
are not enchanted, and though she has
good combat skills, she does not have
Tolwyn's raw strength.

She will concentrate on dodging
Storm Knight attacks at first, rather
thanattacking herself. She will attempt
to convince the Knights that every
thing - the proclamation, the break
in - were all part of a test of the
Knights' mettle proposed by her and



approved by Ardinay. She will even
sheathe her sword to prove it, but the
moment the Knights tum their back
on her, she will strike. She will try to
lure the Knights outside, where she
will have more room to maneuver,
and any goblins still around will join
the fight at this time.

On a successful Perception roll
against a difficulty number of 10, the
Knights will notice that she does not
fight with quite the grace and skill
Tolwyn is rumored to have (if any of
the Knights have actually met T01wyn,
reduce the difficulty number to 9). If a
Knight is able to score a wound or
better on the doppelganger, the
clincher will become visible: the blood
of a doppelganger is a pale white liq
uid, and its shedding will mark her as
somethingother than human. The real
Tolwyn will appear midway through
the battle, drawn by the commotion

shortly after her retum to Oxford. She
will face off against her double, but
then will think better of it, for her
presence might confuse the Knights
regarding who is the impostor and
who the real warrior. She will reluc
tantly stay in the background and let
the Knights handle the foe.

Once the doppelganger isdefeated,
it will revert to its true shape, a vaguely
humanoid white mass. The Knights
can take the remains and travel with
the real Tolywn back to Christ Church
College to prove the Knight Protector's
innocence, much to Ardinay's relief.
The Storm Knights will then receive
the 2000 trade reward.

Doppelganger (Tolwyn of Tancred)
DEXTERITY 10
Dodge 11, lock picking 11, maneu
ver 11, melee weapons 12, stealth
12, unarmed combat 11

The Fall of a Storm Knight

STRENGTH 10
TOUGHNESS 10/16
PERCEPTION 9
Language 10, scholar (Tolwyn's
personal history) 10, trick 14
MIND 9
Test 10
CHARISMA 13
Charm 14, persuasion 16, taunt 14
SPIRIT 8
Intimidation 10, reality 9,
shapeshifting 10
Possibilities:One perStorm Knight
Equipment: two-handed. sword,
damage value STR+7/17; dagger
damagevalueSTR+3/13;longbow,
damage value STR+6/16; plate
mail, armor value TOU+6/16
Description: Doppelgangers are

native to the cosm of Orrorsh, but
many followed Uthorion when he in
vaded Aysle, hoping for vast rewards
as part of his intelligence service.

(JI] Queen.wrath: The fall of a Storm Knight
~ Blenheim Palace Key

1. Main palace
2. Enclosed

sitting/banquet
room

3. Indoor pool
4. Rose gardens
S. Oriental gardens
6. Stables

7. Center driveway
fountain

8. Garage
9. Porter's lodge

10. Service gate
11. Rear entrance
12. Delivery gate
13. Main entrance
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same time as they mimic the shape,
they gain the ability to imitate the
voice and language. A doppelganger
in the service of someone else, as the
one in thisadventure~,will normally
be outfitted with clothing similar to
that worn by the target and a wealthof
information on their habits and be
havior patterns.

Therearecertain limitatiomon their
powers, however. A doppelganger
cannot maintain a false shape while
unoonscious,and forthis reason, many
have learned to go without sleep, Even
when this discipline ~ exercised, a
doppelganger cannot sustain it for
more than a week, and must revert to
her natural shape for at least one full
day before assuming another.

A doppelganger will normally kill
a target before assuming their shape,
unless (as in this case) the point of
their masquerade is to ruin the repu
tation of a living being.

Quote: "Surely you did not believe
I would ever betray Lady Pella? You
have much to learnabout trusting your
allies,"

In their natural state, these crea
tures have a human shape, but their
shn~~-wrure~theoom~bmq

of rubber. The doppelganger can ma
rnpuIate any individual she has ever

•• 10

seen, providing it, too, ~ humanoid
and of the same gender
(doppelgangers do have gender dif
ferences, but they are only discernible
to another of their species). At the

Goblins
See page 30 of the Yorg World Book
or the Aysle Sourcebook.
Equipment short sword, damage
value STR+4/10



The Tunnel
The Tunnel

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To all subjects,
We aresure many ofyou havealready heard ofthestrange discovery madebyagroup

of dwarves in Dover. They have said that there ~ agreat hole in the earth at that place,
right at the edge of the water, and it seems to extend afar d~tance.

The dwarves notified our loyal Home Guard, three of whom advanced with great
courage inlo the hole. They did not return - bul three days later, apile of bones was
found stacked at the cavernous opening, beside which were the swords and shields of
our trusted warriors.

The people are sore alraid of~ dark pit, and will not go near it. Wild tales that a
fearsome monster awaits within are spreading throughout the countryside, and crops
aredying as the farme" begin to flee. Soon thesurrounding area will beawasteland, and
many of those loyal 10 Aysle will be without homes or sustenance. With so much of the
realm still ensnared in corruption, t~ would be agrievous blow.

Thus, the quest we call for ~ one fraught with peril, but vitally important to many
hundreds of peopleand the securityof the realm. Some noble soul must enter the pit, and
follow it to its end to discover what manner of creatureorcreatures lurk in itsdarkness.
Uhe then returns, he will be rewarded for~ service; Uhe does not survive,~ goods
will be burnt on ahero's pyre, and~ name reveced throughout Aysle for all time.

Think well upon it, for once across the threshold, there can be no turning back.

Gamemaster Information: The
"pit" is actually the Dover·Calais
tunnel which runs underneath the
English Channel. It had been under
construction for some time before the
invasion, and the reality storms which
are raging in the Channel completed
it. Authorities in the Cyberpapacy have
already discovered its existence and
posted guards at their end to enswe
thatnoAyslecreatwescomethrough.
Malraux has been occupied with
weightier matters and has not yet or
dered a full exploration of the tunnel.
The cyberpriests who watch over the
entrance have fostered a belief in the
populace that the hole leads to Hell,
and so noneofthe local residents have
dared go near it.

Train tracks run into the tunnel, but
there are no trains on the Aysle side
(thecars were in Calaiswhen theinva
sions began, and have remained there
ever since). The Storm Knights will
have to explore on foot, as horses shy
away from the smell of death coming
from within. But Ardinay will supply
them with anything she can spare
(food, torches, weapons, etc.).

Thetunnel slopesdown sharply for
several meters and then levels off.
Unless the Knights thought to bring a
torchor lantern, it ispitch-black. There
are bones scattered all along the floor,
some human, some animal. After
walking for a short while, the Knights
will hear a roar and see a large shape
running toward them. This is a

minotaw, a transformed human who
has taken to liVing in the tunnel.

If they get past the minotaw, they
can proceed onward toward the cen·
ter of the tunnel. Along the way, they
will hear strange cries,and come upon
dwarves and centaurs who have obvi
ously been tortured. Most will be too
far gone to provide any useful infor
mation, although one centaur will
mutter, "They fly."

A few minutes after this encounter,
the Knights will be attacked by three
harpies who swoop down from the
ceiling. They will stay in flight and
attempt to claw the Knights as they
pass. They will target arms and legs at
first, and try to steal the Knights'
supplies. If the battle goes against
them, they will begin aiming for vital
spots.

Once past the harpies, a find total of
9 will reveal that there arescratcheson
the walls of the tunnel, as ifsomething
metallic had soaped against them.
Any Knightnative to Aysle will recog
nize the smell of troll from up ahead.
Then they will seea pinpointoflightin
the distance, in the hands of a huge
troll - a troll with a cybernetic arm
and eye, and great slasher blades
emerging from his forearms.

Gralor will demand to know what
the Knights are doing in "his" tunnel,
and freely admit that he killed the
Home Guardsmen and gave their
bodies to the harpies for a feast. He
will refuse to let the Knights pass, and
will be hostile toward them. He re
spects only those who can defeat him
in combat, and in his short time in
existence, has yet to meet such a being.

If the Knights make it past the
cybertroll, they will come to the end of
the tunnel, which is guarded by two
cyberpriests. Beyond the cyberpriests
is the subway train which was de
signed to travel through the tunnel. A
land vehiclesor Perception total of12 will
enable the Knights to drive the train
back toAysleand letPella know where
the tunnel leads.

I.
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Queenswrath: The Tunnel
The Dover to Calais Tunnel

Key
1. Dover entrance
2. Minotaur
3. Harpies

4. CybertroU
S. Calais entrance
6. Cyberpriests

ENGLISH CHANNEL

Train Trac.ks ill
L------------ SO kilometers--------':

By completing this quest success-
fully, each Knight will earn one honor
point, and be given 1000 trades by the
court in Oxford. Ardinay will prob
ably decide to post guards at the tun
nel entrance to ensure that no one
crosses through it to or from the
Cyberpapacy without her authoriza
tion.

Minotaur
See page 30 of the Torg World Book,
or the Aysle Soucebook.
Description: The minotaur is hall-

man, half-bull, a being of great power
who enjoys the cool darkness the tun
nel provides. Like many of the crea
tures who exist in its depths, the
minotaur isoneof the half-folk. Ayslish
who were transformed when Orrorsh
axioms washed overthecosmofA ysle
500 years ago. The minotaur is 2.5
meters taU, with two large horns on its

head. Its arms still resemble those of a
human, but its legs end in doven
hooves. Its hide is thick and tough,
able to resist many forms of physical
attack.

The minotaur prefers to fight in
dose quarters, where it can use its
powerful teeth or attempt to lift and
throw a victim with its horns at any
other attackers present.

Harpy
DEXTERITY 10
Dodge 11, flight 13, melee weapons
12, stealth 11, unarmed combat 11
STRENGTH 8
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 8
Find 9, tracking 9, trick 10
MIND 7
TestS
CHARISMA 1
Taunt 9
SPIRIT 7
Intimidation 8
Possibility Potential: some (60)
Natunl Tools: hide, TOU+2/11;

wings, speed value 16; claws, dam
agevalueSfR+3/12;fangs,damage
value SfR+3/12
Desaiption: The harpies are half

folk who have taken on the form of the
predatory monsters ofGreek myth. A
harpy is a combination of a woman
and a dragon, with great wings
sprouting from the arms and claws on
both hands and feet.

Harpiescommonlytravelingroups
of three, and feed on carrion, although
they have been known to carry off
peasantswho wander too close to their
nesting site. Their unearthly shriek is
usually enough to cause a victim to
freeze in fear, giving the harpy time to
strike. Normally, it does not kill its
victim right away, preferring to tor
ment it for a while.

Gralor
DEXTERITY 9
Dodge 10, fire combat 10, melee
weapons 12, missile weapons 10,
unarmed combat 11

•• 12



STRENGTH 14
TOUGHNESS 11
PERCEPTION 8
Trick 9
MIND 8
Test 10, willpower 10
CHARISMA 8
Taunt 9
SPIRIT 8
Intimidation 9, reality 9
Possibilities: 5
Equipment: kreelar tendons; low
light eye; BiV arm, damage value
STR+S/19; slashers, damage value
STR+4/23; NeuraCal; candle
Cybervalue: 14
Description: Gralor is a construct

of the reality storms raging in the En
glish Channel. Since Aysle and the
Cyberpapaey both have a section of
the tunnel in their realms, Gralor is a
combination of both, a cybernetically
enhanced troll. In addition to his al~

ready prodigious attributes, he now
has a eyber-arm to increase his
strength, and slashers in places of his
claws. A low-light eye allows him to
see by the candle he carries (the eye
will not function in total darkness).

Like most trolls, Gralor has an ex
ceedingly nasty disposition, and will
attack intruders purely for the fun of
battling them. He could not survive
outside of the tunnel, or the Channel
above, since his existence is depen
dent upon the particular mix of reality
storms in this area.

Despite his great strength, Gralor
can be defeated if his opponents suc
ceed in outwitting him. If his blows
begin to make contact, even a Storm
Knight could face a tough battle in
order to survive.

The Tunnel

Quote: "Little men make Gralor
angry. Little men will beg Gralor for
death."
Cyberpriests

See page 35 of the Torg World Book.
Possibilities: 3

I.
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The Essence of Evil

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To Storm Knigh~, far and near,
Ayoungson:ere(sapprentice has appeared at court, claiming to be in the service of

an aged mage who resides in Woodhenge. The girl, who gives Megan as her name, says
that she knows the location of a powerlul crystal that once belonged to the sorcerer
koown in Core Earth legend as Merlin.

Apparently, the futuresight possessedby Merlin was sufficiently powerlul forhim to
predict the coming of the conflict we oill the P06Sibility Wars. He thus decided to bury
an enchanled stone in the cenler of aplace of power, in the hope thai one day, ahero
would use i~ powers to righl someofthe wrongs doneby theDark Forces. Megan claims
to have learned this information, as well as the location of the stone, in adream.

We decided to send one of our Home Guardsmen to verify the girYs identity in
Woodhenge. Alas, when he amved he found the girl's mentor dead, slainsomedays ago
by an apparent thief. We have decided, therefore, 10 take the risk of trusting Megan, for
we cannot afford to ignore any opportunity to obtain aweapon thai could aid us in our
struggle.

As many ofour loyal Guardsmenare occupied with other matters at present, we are
requesting that any Storm Knigh~ who hear this proclamation come immedialely to
Oxford, prepared to guide the girl to the location she describes.

Gunemaster Information: During
the days that Arthur Pendragon ruled
Core Earth England, his most trusted
adviser was a powerful sorcerer
known as Merlin. Arthur's most de
termined foe was his half-sister,
Morganna Le Fey, a mage of no mean
ability herself. When Camelot fell,
Merlin repaid her treachery by calling
upon all his magic might and sunder
ing her spirit from her body, impris
oning it within a crystal of chalce
dony. This stone he buried in the cen·
ter of a circle of power called
Stonehenge.

The standing stones that make up
this monument store centuries of ar
cane power, much like sorcerous bat·
teries. This enabled them to act as
mystical guardians of the crystal. even
when the Magic axioms fell. The crys-
tal itself has the ability to absorb the
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spectral energies of the spirit it con·
tains, thus rendering that spirit imJ'O'"
tent. The tremendous influx of magic
caused by the coming of Aysleto Earth
might havegivenMorganna the power
she needed to escape, but Stonehenge
has become a Core Earth hardpoint,
and thus was unaffected by the rise in
the Magic axioms.

But although the crystalcould keep
Morganna from possessing a physical
form, it could not stop her mind from
walking through the DreamTime. For
centuries she tormented men in
nightmares, searching for one with
the strength to free her. At last, she
entered the visions of Uthorion, now
in the body of Thorfinn Bjanni. She
pledged to him that if he would re
lease her, she would use her powers to
help him take control of Ardinay once
again.

Uthorion realized that, while great
skill would be needed to brave the
perils of the hardpoint, he could not
spare any of his wizards for the task.
He therefore sent a young and hand·
some noblemanofHouse Daleron, and
he wooed an innocent sorcerer's ap
prentice, all the while telling her lies
about the nature of the crystal. His
death at the hands of the Dark Forces
was then faked, filling Megan with
rage and a desire for revenge. which
led her to teU Ardinay about thecrysta1.

Misled,Megandoesnotrealizethat
removing the crystal from the borders
of the stone circle will enable
Morganna to free herself, and then
possess the girl's body.

For his part, her mentor in themys
tic arts was suspicious of the young
nobleman'sstory, and asa precaution,
presented her with an enchanted bow
to help her defend herself against sor
cerous attacks. Shortly after that, he
was slain by the Daleron nobleman on
the orders of Uthorion.

When the Stonn Knights arrive in
Ardinay',court. they will be instructed
to exhume the crystal from the center
of Stonehenge and bring it to Oxford
for study. However, when they reach
thesiteand begin todig, a ward which
Merlin placed in thestoneswill become
active, and one stone per round will
unleash a lightning spell, doing dam·
age value 15. In addition, an illusion
ary evil sorcerer will appearand attack
the Knights. He has no physical mass
and his spells can do no damage, save
as an attempt to frighten the heroes
(intimidiltion value 10).

lfthe Knights successfullycomplete
their dig, they will come upon an in·
tricateiy carved box, covered with
ancient runes. Inside the case they will
find a single grayish crystal. But when
they bring itoutsideof the circle, it will
begin to glow and vibrate. The surface
temperatureof thecrystal will increase
to l(X)0 Celsius, doing damage value
13 if a Knight attempts to touch it.
Finally, the crystal will shatter and a
blood-red bolt ofenergy will slam into



Megan, knocking her to the ground.
When she rises, she will no longer

be the innocent who led the Knights
here, but Morganna Le Fey. She will
contemptuously cast aside the bow
and arrows, and inform the Knights of
her new identity and how they have
been deceived. She will tell them that
destroying them would be unworthy
of her power, and order them to stand
aside and let her proceed to Oxford.

(In truth, Morganna is unsure of the
extent ofher powers in this new form,
and reluctant to immediately enter
battle.)

The Knights' soleadvantage is that,
although she has great mystic might,
she has Megan's physical attributes
and very little experience at hand-to
hand combat. She will rely solely on
her spells for offense and defense. If
the Knights can render her new form

The Essence of Evil

unconscious, and then carry it back
into the circle, Morganna's spirit will
bedrawnfromitbyStonehenge(which
had, after all, been charged with im
prisoning her) and entrapped in the
stones themselves. Megan's spirit will
then be able to return to her body. U
this happens, give each Knight an
honor point at the end of the adven·
hll"e.

The Knights can slay Morganna by

Queenswrat": The E.....ce ofEml
Stonehenge

Key*: Site of buried crystal

I.
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Stonehenge
The famed monument known as

Stonehenge, which rests on Salisbury
Plain in the county of Wiltshire in
southern England, has puzzled Core
Earth archaeologists for centuries.
Theories about its origin have ranged
from aliens constructing it from theair
to Druid priests erecting it as a site for
sacrifices.

What is known about the monu
ment is that it is a Core Earth hardpoint,
an area with a strongconnection to the
axioms of that cosmo Unlike many
hardpoints, however, its radius of ef
feet does not extend out from the
monument, but is instead confined to
the area within the circle.

The stones themselves have a
Toughnessof20and a weight valueof 17.
Though they are capable of storing
arcaneand livingenergy (and possibly
other types, as well) they are not sen
tient beings and can release the energy
only through a focused. spell or the
workings of a ward.

the ideals she opposed., all the emo
tions shewas incapableoffeeling; and,
most of all, she hated Merlin, he who
imprisoned her in a shard of crystal.

Having outlasted (as she sees it) all
her foes, she will be only too glad to
aid Uthorion in his overthrow of the
rule of Ught. Of course, when the war
is over, she plans to banish the cosm
raider into a nether world and rule
Aysle herself, but shewill worry about
that when the time comes.

Quote: "Fools! I have bested heroes
and wizards with powers far beyond
yOUT pathetic abilities. And now you

J would stand against me? Begone!"

J

MIND!3
Apportation magic 14, conjuration
magic 16, test 14
CHARISMA 9
Charm 10, persuasion 10, taunt 10
SPIRIT 9
lntimidation 10, reality 10
Possibilities: 11
Spells: bullet,chann person, conjured
fireball. etlrth shidd,weakness,UleIl'ther
control
Arcane Knowledges: air 4, fire 3,
folk. 2, living forces 1, tQrlh 1
Equipment: short bow, enchanted,
damage value STR+6/14, range 3
10/40/100
Description: Morganna's life, from

childhood, has been built upon a
longing for revenge. She detested
Arthur because of the brutal way his
father treated her mother; she hated
Camelot, because it represented all

Morganna (in body of Megan):
DEXTERITYS
Dodge 9, stealth 9
STRENGTHS
TOUGHNESSS
PERCEPTION 11
Alteration magic 12, find 12,scholar
(arcane lore) 12, trick 12

slaying Megan's body, but if they do
so, giveeach Knighta corruption point
at the end of the adventure for killing
an innocent.

U the Knights are unable to defeat
Morganna, she will depart to join the
Dark Forces, and can be expected to
return at some point in the future. She
will render the Knights unconscious,
but will not kill them, preferring that
they be alive to spread the news that
she has returned.

Torg: Queenswrath
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The Winged Terror

The Winged Terror

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To all subjects,
Twin tragedies have struck the royal court in recent days, the mysterious and

groesome deaths of two trusted advisers. The brutal nature of these incidents and the
dearth of clues to the identity of the agency responsible has prompted us to issue this
proclamation appealing for aid.

The fmt attack occurred merely six days ago. Isaac Hall, long the astrulnger to the
Houses of Aysle, was visiting an elven settlement in Portloe, Cornwall to discuss the
umens for the coming year. Fullowing abanquet, Hall was walking along the beach
towan! his hosYs cottage, but he never reached the protection of its walls.
H~ body was d~vered the next morning, floating inapool of his life's blood. Great

claws had raked his back, and his innards werestrewnon the sands. All around his body
were the tracks ofahuge animal, in many ways similar to the marks 01 acat. The tracks
led to asheer cliff face, and when traced to their origin, it appeared the beast had simply
emerged from the sun.

The second killing took place two days later. Our royal alch~t, Henry Basil, was
consulting with the same elves regarding the posaibilities for trade of certain minerals
and herbs. On his way toameeting with the group's elders, Basil walked downanarrow
alleyway and met his doom.

When he did not appear at the parley, the elves mounted asearch. Their~very
wasaterrible one: Basil's body, tom to pieces, with one of his arms nowhere to be found.
There were no traces of his attacker in the alley, although drops of what looked like
human blood were spotied on anumber of nearby rooftops. Whether or not these signs
mean that Basil wounded his killer ~ unknown.

Due to the mysterious nature of the elves, there have been rumors that they may be
responsible for these killings. Hearing~, theelves have grown angry, and threatened
to breakoff any further talks. To prove the truth or falsehood of these rumors, as well as
to avenge thedeaths olHall and Basil, the being or beings responsible for these atrocities
must be stopped.

Gamemaster Information: The
killingsof Ardinay's twoadvisers were
committed by a griffin, a bizarre
creature that is part lion, part eagle. It
took care to make the murders look as
if they were committed by two dif
ferent animals, toconfuseand frighten
the elves.

The griffin is allied with Lekmon,
an elven general who is hoping to lead

his people to an alliance with Uthorion
and the Dark Forces. Unwilling to risk
a coup against the tribe's elders,
Lekmon hit on the idea of using a
series of killings to create suspicion
between the elves and Ardinay's fol
lowers. Lekmon would see to it that
passions were soon stirred up to the
extent that any alliance between the
elves and the other Aysle folk on the
side of Light would be impossible.

At first, his plans seemed to be ga
ing perfectly: the two emissaries were
killed, Portloe was in an uproar, and
the elders thinking of cutting off con
tact with Ardinay's forces. But a last
minute plea from Pella herself con
vinced them to admit Storm Knights
into the village to investigate. U they
prove the killings were part of a plot
designed to sever the ties between the
elves and Ardinay, Lekmon's plans
will fail Ifhe is exposed in the process,
it will mean his life.

Lekmonhasanumberofoptionshe
is considering. He can feed false leads
to the Storm Knights, hoping to stall
them long enough for hostility to build
between the two groups. He can try to
lure a single Knight away and have
the griffin kill him, planting evidence
that suggests elven guilt. Uitseems as
if the Knights are close to the truth,
Lekmon will slay one of the elven
leaders and frame the Knights for the
killing.

If any of the Knights has the scholar
(realm lore) skill, and is able to generate
a total of9, he will see that the methods
used in the murders are suggestive of
a griffin. He will also know that a
griffin will instinctively nest at the
highest point in its hunting area. Uno
one has the scholar (realm lore) skill, the
Knights can learn this by visiting the
HaD of Knowledge in Portloe. A find
total of 9 will uncover a Book of leg
ends which contains that information.

The highest point in the viDage is
the belfry of St. Andrew's Church,
which was abandoned shortly after
the invasion, as the human residents
of the area fled to London. The griffin
is in fact nesting there, and will allow
the Knights to climb all the way to the
belfry before attacking, so as to take
advantage of its greater maneuver
ability in the open air. The stairs to the
belfry go up for six meters - the
Knights must generate three success·
ful Dexterity or climbing totals of 5 to
reach the top. U they fail the roll, they
lose their footing, and can only catch
themselves by making a successful
Strength check against a difficulty
number of 12. If they fall, they take

"'~----------------_I_'
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damage equal to their weight value
plus the value of the distance they fell,
as per the climbing rules on page 52 of
the Torg Rultbook.

Uthe Knightsdefeatthegriffin. they
can look around its nest for proof that
it killed Ardinay's advisers. On a find
total of8, they will spot a piece ofdoth
tom from Basil's coat atop a pile of
bones (human, animal, and elven). On
a second find total of 9, they will spot
what appears to be a golden military
medallion.

Bringing the elven leaders to the
belfry and showing them the scene
will be enough to convince them that
the griffin was responsible for the
deaths, and the Knights will pledge to
carry thenewsback toArdinay'srowt
at Oxford. U the Knights show the
elders the medallion, they will reoog.
nize it as one belonging to Lekmon. It
is strange, they will comment, that he
never reported it missing.

Lekmon honestly did not know it
was missing. The griffin, attracted by
its glitter, stole it from him during one
of their clandestine meetings. U con·

fronted about it, Lekmon will claim
that hedid notice it was missingshortly
before the murders, but in all the ex
citement that followed, had neglected
to report it. U the Knights continue to
press, one of the elders will suddenly
remember that he saw Lekmon wear
ing the medal at a settlement function
shortly after the first murder took
place.

Exposed, Lekmon will flee to the
church and make a last stand in the
belfry, all the while exhorting the elves
to join with him in a rebellion. U he is
able to generate a persuade total of 13,
he will succeed, and four elven war
riors will attack the Storm Knights.

Griffin
DEXTERITY 14
Dodge 15, flight 16, prestidigitation
20, stealth 15, unarmed combat 17
STRENGTH 18
TOUGHNESS 16
PERCEPTION 9
Tracking 11, trick 10
MIND 8
Test 10

CHARtSMAS
Charm (9), pe"uade (t 1), taunt (8)
SPIRITS
Intimidation 10, reality 6
Possibilities: 6
Natural Tools: wings, speed value
12; claws, damage value STR+2/
20; beak, damage value STR+3/21
Description: The griffin is a bizarre

creature with the head and wings of
an eagle and the body of a lion. It
normally resides on mountain peaks,
but will settle in any high spot (roofs,
belfries, etc.). It is roughly eight meters
long, with a wing-span of nine meters.

The griffin is an omnivore, but
prefers freshly-killed meat. In thewild,
it surviveson deer, rodents, orsnakes,
but has been known to eat man when
an unwary member of that species
comes too near. Despite its resem
blance to a great cat, thegriffin prefers
the striking method of the eagle - it
will swoop down and claw at its prey,
usually going for vital spots such as
the head or neck. Once the prey is
downed, the griffin will tear at the
body with its beak and carry scraps of

Queenswrath: The Winged Terror
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meat back to its perch.
The griffin is an intelligent animal,

known for its ability to elude pursuers
and capable of complex plans. It is
able to understand simple sentences,
but it is unusual for it to ally itselfwith
any other species. The griffin despises
weakness and will tum on anyone,
even another griffin, who displays that
trait. Griffins are extremely attracted
to bright objects, and will attack to
obtain one.

Lekmon
DEXTERITY 13 (10)
Dodge 14, melee weapons 15, un
armed combat 14
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 10
Divination magic 11, scholar (mili
tary tactics) 11, trick 11
MIND 10
Test 12
CHARISMA 12 (9)
Charm 13, persuasion 15, taunt 13

The Winged Terror

SPIRIT 9
Intimidation 10, reality 10
Possibilities: 8
Arcane Knowledges: water 1
Equipment short sword, damage
value STR+4/13; elfmail, armor
value TOU+6/15
Description: Lekmon is a soldier

he sees the Ayslish civil war as an
opportunity for glory, and despite
Pella's momentaryadvantage, believes
that the Dark Forces will eventually be
victorious. When that happens, he
reasons, they will begin planning
further conquests, and will be in need
of experienced military men.

Lekmon is 150 years old, middle
aged for an elf, two meters taU with
dark skin and pointed ears, like the
restofhisrace. Hewillputonanairof
great civility with the Storm Knights,

J but in private he will assure the elders
! that he can handle the situation, and
~ there is no need for outside interfer-

ence.
Quote: "Blood and conquest, thatis

the destiny of the elven race. Any who
would deny that is either a fool or a
traitor:'

Typical Elven Warrior
DEXTERITY 12 (9)
Dodge 13, maneuver 13, missile
weapons 15, stealth 13, unarmed
combat 13
STRENGTH 11 (8)
TOUGHNESS 8
PERCEPTION 9
Find 10, tracking la, trick 10
MlND8
Test 9
CHARlSMA7
Charm 8, persuasion 8, taunt 9
SPIRIT 7
Intimidation 8
Note: Each warrior has one magical
skill at +1, and one arcane knowl~

edge at +1
Equipment: heavy crossbow,
damage value 22, range 3-10/100/
300;elfmail, armor value 1OU+6/17

••
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A Blanket Across Time

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Hearken, all those within the raIm of Aysle,
An abomination has recently threatened our fair city ofOxford and an end must be

brought to this dangerous situation.
Early this morning. an attempt was mad. to break into the Ashmolean Museum.

When analert guard named Mayhewattempted tostop th.intruder,h. was attackedand
severely beaten, but was abl. to blow his whistl. and call for aid before h. succumbed
to his injuries Members of th. Hom. Guard arrived swiftly, but did not ... any sign of
the intruder, They treated Mayhew's wounds, and their search turned up a second
stl!wart soul who had been murdered whil. attempting to protect the museum.

Upon reviving. Mayhew daimed his deadly visitor had been amummy, of the sort
rommon to the Nile Empire, H. was unable to speculate on what the mummy was
seeking in the museum. and while the Home Guard cannot say who may hav. entered
the building before they arrived, they vow that no one left it while they were presenl

Although the guard's tale seems fantastic, w. have seen many strange thing> in the
short time this raIm has existed. Hthere ~an object in the museum that would prov.of
value to Dr. Mobius. it must be prevented from reaching his hands. Hthis can only be
done by slaying his creature, then SO be il

W.call upon the adventorersknown as"StonnKnights" to takeahand in this matter,
before more innocent blood ~ shed.

Gamemaster Information: The
midnight visitor to the Ashmolean was
indeed a mummy from the realm of
Mobius. Theoriginof thisincidentcan
be traced back to the city of Thebes,
where a cunning and evil woman is
weaving a web of deceit.

Mobius has agents stationed
throughout the world to ensure that
no eventofwhich he is not aware takes
place in any realm. Recently, he was
astonished to learn that a heretofore
undiscovered eternity shard. of great
power exists in the AysIe realm,. and
put into motion plans to claim it as his
own.

The High Lord decided tosend one
of his overgovemoJ'$, the beautiful
Natatiri, to obtain the shard. Her loy
alty to Mobius is, however, question-
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able at best, and she saw this as an
opportunity to steal the artifact for
herself and use it to help further her
own ambitions. However, she was
unwilling to take the risk involved in
a trip to Aysle, and so needed to find a
trustworthy agent to commit the theft
for her.

The solution to her dilemma came
when she seduced a Theban math
ematician and convinced him to help
her revive the mummy of Mobius'
former consort, Oemeta. His animJltl!
mummyspell restored Oemeta to some
degree of sentience. Due to her hidl
station in life, Clemeta is a nobll!
mummy, with greater power than the
standard version of that creature.

Natatiri decided to send Oemeta to
Oxford to steal the shard while she

went into hiding to lull Mobius into
believing she had departed to carry
outhisorden.WhenOemeta returned
with the shard, Natatiri planned to
hide it and tell Mobius that his agents
had been incorrect and the item did
not exist.Ofcourse, shewould have to
besure to eliminate the agent when he
next returned to the Nile realm, but
that would present little problem.

The shard itself is a baby's blanket
witha faded red and bluepattem, part
ofan Egyptianexhibit in the museum.
The curators of the establishment be
lieve that the blanket is really the cloth
in which Moses was wrapped when
his mother set him adrift in the Nile.
They came to this conclusion because,
although the artifact was found in the
tomb of the daughter of a Core Earth
pharaoh, the style and quality of the
workmanshipstronglysuggests it was
woven by an Israelite.

Oemeta was able to steal the shard,
but by that time the sun was rising,
and shecould hear the HomeGuards
men searching the museum. She took
refuge in a sarcophagus in the Egyp
tian exhibit, behind the mummy it al
ready contained, intending to wait
until nightfall to make her escape.

When the Storm Knights enter the
museum, they will come upon a table
covered with tour pamphlets, which
detail the layout of the buildings and
give brief descriptions of the current
exhibits.

Clemeta will not interfere with the
Knights' search, but u they begin ex
amining the sarcophagi, she will
emerge and attack them. She will fight
on until she is destroyed.

UtheStormKnightsdefeat her, they
can take the shard back to Ardinay for
study. Each Knight will gain an honor
point for his actions.

Oemeta (Noble Mummy)
DEXTERITY 8
Unarmed combat 11
STRENGTH 16
Lifting 17
TOUGHNESS 20
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Ashmolean Museum

5. European armor exhibit
6. Callery
7. Reception desk
8. Sarcophagi

Key
1. Egyptian exhibit
2. Roman exhibit
3. American Indian exhibit
4. Japanese exhibit
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PERCEPTION 5
Fond 8, trick 7 (6)
MlND6
Test 7 OS)
CHARISMA 4
Taunt 8 (20)
SPIRIT 15
Faith 16, intimidation 17, reality 16
Pouibilities: 7
Inclination: Evil
Natural Tools: Poison, damage
value 13 per round

Description: During her lifetime,
Clemeta had been treacherous and
power-hungry. WhenMobius wearied
of her attempts to gain his favor, he
had her mummified alive. After reviv
ing her, Natatiri gained her coopera
tion by promising to have her restored
totruelifeifshesuccessfullyoompleted
this mission. Desperate, Clemeta
agreed, unaware that the miracle of
which Natatiri spoke can only be
performed with real hope for success
once every thousand years, and it will

be several centuries before the planets
are in the proper oonfiguration for an
attempt to be made.

Oemeta is a noble mummy, the
reanimated oorpse ofa person who, in
life, was of high station but not on the
exalted level of a pharaoh. Noble
mummies are immune to fire attacks
(including magical fire), suffering no
damage from themat all. Theyarealso
immune to shock damage, and can
only bedefeated by ")(0" and wound
damage.

I.
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Attacking a mummy with a melee
weapon entails the risk of the weapon
becoming entangled in the mummy's
wrappings. If the attacker's melee
weapons total is less than 12,hisweapon
becomes entangled. Entangled weap
ons cannot be used and untangling
one requires a Strength total of 11.

The embalming fluid contained
within the body of a noble mummy is
poisonous. Ifa Knight comes incontact
with the liquid, he will become ill,
taking damage value 13foreachround
until first aid is administered.

Noble mummies are immune to
taunt and test attacks and cannot be
charmed or persuaded.

Blanket ofMoses
Cosm: Core Earth
Possibilities: Many hundreds
Tapping Difficulty: 17
Purpose: To awaken the spiritual
powers that reside within all hu
mans.
Powers: The Blanket of Moses is a
Core Earth hardpoint, with a ra
dius value of 6.
Group Power: Shift POSSibility
Restrictions: The Blanket's Possi
bilities can be used only for those
tasks involving Spirit-based skills,
which includes the invocation of
Core Earth miracles.



Beachhead

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Hearken, all loyal citizens,
Our friends are few and far between in these troubled limes, as aU of you well know.

Therefore when an ally ~ threatened, we must sland ready to defend him unto death, if
necessary.

Word has re<ently come to Oxford that something has felled many 01 the Uvwe who
dwell to the south 01 our realm. Their roId, still forms began washing ashore on the
beaches ofLand's End aweek ago, and othe!s have beenseenfloating atop the wavesby
marinets- They are in both human and seal form, and our physicians have stated that
somegreat physical shock was the"useoftheirdeathsOtherdisquietingacroun~ have
also comefrom that area, includingstories 01men instrangearmord~ppearing into the
waters, and agreat geyser which erupted from the wate...

It may weU be that some great evil ~ afoot along our coast, something which could
oneday threaten all of Aysle. It~our most urgent request that those who hold the realm
dear travel to Land's End to pi"", the veil that shrouds~ mystery.

Gamemasler Information: The
storyofw hat really took placeat Land's
End is a long and complicated one.
Some weeks ago, Nile Empire agents
in the Aysle realm reported back to Dr.
Mobius the legends regarding the lost
dtyof Lyonesse, which is supposed to
havesunk into the Atlantic near Land's
End. Mobius ordered his agents to
investigate the site and send back any
eternity shards they might find.

The Nile squad dutifully donned
their diving gear and discovered the
lost city, now inhabited byUvwe. They
began searching for shards, but were
unable to find any. Finally, one agent
suggested that they use explosives to
unearth any precious minerals which
might be buried underneath the city.

The oomb blast destroyed a large
portion of Lyonesse, and killed hun
dreds of Uvwe. When no valuable el
ements were found, the agents admit
ted defeat and departed.

At that point, Arten Belandro, an
Uvwe consumed by corruption, con-

tacted goblins in Land's End and sug
gested the dead Uvwe be used for an
underwater gospog field. Word even
tuallycamebackfromNorway(where
Uthorion is currently based) that the
plan was approved, but only 50
gospog seeds would beallotted for the
first planting.

Belandro was given the task of
planting the seeds with the Uvwe
corpses and then waiting for a week
for the harvest. There were only
enough seeds for one planting,. and
only 50 gospog would arise, but they
would be enough to form an amphibi
ous attack force that could be used to
strike terror into coastal towns
throughout Aysle.

When the Storm Knights reach
land's End, they will find plenty of
fishermen willing to tell them about
the dead Uvwe washing up on the
beach,and the explosion that preceded
this ghoulish event. If they attempt to
sail to the site of the explosion, they
will be unable to see anything,. for the

water is still too clouded by the blood
of the Uvwe and the sediment the
blast stirred up.

If the Knights decide to do some
diving,. and did not bring gear with
them, they might be able to find some
in town (someone might have scuba
outfits in their storeroom which they
haven't been able to use since the in
vasion).If not, they'll have tosend one
of Ardinay's messengers back to
London to obtainsome. Then they can
rent a boat and begin their investiga
tion inearnest. (Should aStormKnight
disconnect whileusing the equipment,
his oxygen supply will cease to
function and he must head to the
surface immediately or suffocate.>

Once below thesurface, the Knights
will sight Lyonesse almost immedi
ately, its spires shattered and rubble
dogging its streets. Emerging from
one of the ruined sections is a steady
stream of gospog,. all heading directly
for the surface. Swimming along be
side them is an Uvwe, who appears to
be urging them on. Absorbed in his
work, neither he nor the gospog will
notice the Knights right away.

Shortly after their initial sighting,.
the Knights will be approached by 15
Uvwe, who will beckon them to the
surface and explain to them the origin
of Arten Belandro and the fate of
Lyonesse. They will offer to join the
Knights in an attack on the gospog.

The Knights can mount a frontal
assault on the gospog column under
water. They will get +2 to their
Toughn.ess due to the diving suits, but
willbeaH foraU Duterityand Strmgth
related skills. If the Knights are reluc
tant to attack under those circum
stances, the Uvwe can suggest guer
rilla-style tactics against the column
once it reaches land.

Along with theirown weapons, the
Knights can find cans of gasoline in a
boathouse on the shore with which
fireoombscanbemade(damagevalue
17, radius of effect 2/7/12). If the
Knightsareabletokill Belandro (who
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travels in the middle of the column,
surrounded by gospog), the rest of the
column will falter, having no one to
give them orders. They may tum and
head back into the sea, giving the
Uvwe the opportunity to ambush
them.

If the gospog are destroyed, with or
without Belandro being killed, it is
doubtful Uthorion would be willing
to spare the gospog seeds to try the
experiment again. But if Belandro es
capes, he can be expected to strike
again at some future date.

Amphibious Gospog (first planting)
DEXTERITYS
Maneuver 10, melee weapons 9,
missile weapons 9, swimming 11,
unarmed combat 9
STRENGTHS
Climbing 9
TOUGHNESSS
PERCEPTION 7
Find 10, tracking 8, willpower 10
MIND?
CHARISMA 7

SPIRIT?
Natural Tools: armor, TOU+2/1O;
claws, damage value STR+2/10.
Description: The amphibious

gospog were formed from gospog
seeds planted with dead Uvwe. Be
causeofthis bizarregenesis, thegospog
possess two skills unusual for first
plantings: they are able to swim and
function underwater, and they have
greater maneuverability both on land
and in the water. Unlike the Uvwe, the
gospog are incapable of actual shape
shifting, but instead have finsattached
to their arms and legs to help them
move through the water, and their
hands feature sharp claws.

Much of a first-planting gospog's
body is made up of plant matter, and
in the caseofthe amphibious creatures,
it is largely seaweed and kelp.

Arlen Belandro (human form)
DEXTERITY 11
Acrobatics 12, maneuver 13, melee
weapons 12, swimming 14
STRENGTHS

TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 10
Tracking 12
MIND 10
shape-shifting (seal) 12, test 12
CHARISMA 10
SPIRIT S
Corruption 10, reality 9
Possibilities: 6
Equipment: spear, damage value
STR+4/12

In seal form, Belandro's attributes
are the following, and his skill adds
remain the same.

DEXTERITY 12
STRENGTH?
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 10
MIND 10
CHARISMA 10
SPIRIT S
Description: Arlen Belandro was

one of the founders of the Uvwe
settlementat Lyonesse. Butin time the
peaceful philosophy of many of his
people's leaders began to grate on his
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nerves - the surfaee-dwellers were
fighting a war to determine the future
of the entire planet, and he felt the
Uvwe should take a hand in its out
come.

At first, he joined with others of his
kind in aiding the beings called Storm
Knights. They took heavy losses at the
hands of an aquatic dragon, and he
came to realize that the Knights had
little material wealth to offer as a re
ward for their service. For that reason,
he helped to rescue a Viking warrior
and in return, asked to join the Dark
Forces. He was accepted, and told to
wait for further information.

When news of his deed reached
Lyonesse, the rest of the tribe turned
him out. Later, when he saw the Nile
agents planting a bomb that would
kill hundreds ofUvwe, he did nothing
to prevent them. Instead, he thought
ofa way to usetheincident for hisown
purposes.

Belandro considers his command
of the gospogarmy the first stepon the
road to power. He has no regard for
life, human or Uvwe, and has nothing
but scorn for those who do.

Quote: "Yes, I let them die. And I
wouldslaya million more iftheystood
in the way ofmy conquest - for when
the heavens tremble and the seas run
red with blood, it will be Belandro
who stands by the High Lord's side."

Standard Uvwe (human form)
DEXTERITY 11
Acrobatics 12, maneuver 13, melee
weapons 12, swimming 14
STRENGTH 7
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 10
First aid 11, tracking 12
MIND 9
shape-shift (seal) 12
CHARlSMAll
SPIRlT 9.
Faith (Mesus) 10
Possibilities: 3
Equipment: bone-knife, damage
value STR+3/10
Description: The Uvwe are an

aquatic race, dedicated to peace. In
their human form, they have greenish
skin and webbed fingers. They have
the innateability to change their shape
to that of a seal. They have also been
known to aid Storm Knights on previ
ous occasions.
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Holger the Dane

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Be it known throughout the realm,
Beneath theastle ofKronboJ&, also styled "Elsinore: ~eeps Holger the Dane, hero,

paladin, champion of Denmark. CUMl by the faerie Nimue to spend an eternity as
unJiving slone, the legends tell that he will return to life when his land faces its darkest
peril

Word has reached ourears that an evil dwarf mage known asTribane has discovered
powerful magic that would free Holger from his prison of rock. The dwarf hopes to
convince thegreat knight that the lorcesof Light in Aysle threaten his domain, and thus
set him against us

This shall not be. Tribane must be prevented from completing his unholy ritual, and
il Holger ~ to be revived, be must serve the Light. Uthe dwarf achieves his goal. and
Holger cannot be ~uaded from attacking O\U realm, that great champion must be
destroyed.

As Kronborg ties beyond the borde" 01 Aysle, our loyal Home Guard cannotdo this
deed. We therefore call upon any brave souls who hear this proclamation 10 take arms
and proceed to the castle to save this kingdom from assured ruin.

Camemaster lnform;ltion: Holger
the Dane does. indeed, "sleep" in the
bowels of Kronborg castle. his sword
in his hand, his shield at his side. In
life, he was one of the 12 paladins of
Charlemagne, the Holy Roman Em
peror. When the empire fell, he began
a love affair with the faerie Nimue.
She used her magic to keep him young
over two centuries - but when he
displeased her. she cast him into a
deep sleep and then turned his slum
bering form to stone. But there re-
mained a shred of pity for him in her
breast, and so sheadded a corollary to
her curse: if Denmark ever faced dire
danger. he would awaken.

Holger has remained in his stone
state for countless centuries. and
Nimue implanted the belief in the
minds of the Danes that the rock form
was merely an artist's sculpture of the
hero. The statue rests in the castle's
deepest dungeon, and is still visited
by countless tourists every year.

But with all her planning, Nimue
neglected to consider that magic, like
all things, weakens with age. The im
pressed spell that should have awak
ened Holger during the period that
Uthorion dominated Aysle. (which
indudesone-third ofDenmark), failed
to function, and so he slept on.

Tribane, whose dwarven grimoire
contains a spell to tum flesh to stone,
was able todevisea ritual to turnstone
to flesh. Though he does not possess a
counterspell totheonethatcast Holger
into unendingslumber, once the Dane
is flesh again, the amount of magical
energy needed to awaken him will
lessen considerably,and Nimue's spell
should function again. Ironically, it is
actually Tribane's presence that will
constitute the great danger to the
country which will rouse Holger.

Tribane plans to convince Holger
that Pella Ardinay and the Storm
Knights posea threat to Denmark,and
the only hope of stopping them lies

with the "noble.... Uthorion. The dwarf
is traveling with 20 Viking warriors as
a means ofencouraging Holger to ally
with him. Filled with Tribane's false
hoods, Holger might well agree to lead
the Dark High Lord's troops intobattle,
rallying a great number of Danes
against Ardinay in the process.

By the time the Knights reach the
castle, Tribane and the Vikings will
have stormed it and taken over, lock
ing the curator and guards up in the
dungeon. Tribanewill have spent four
hours on his ritual, and will need only
one hour more to tum Holger human
again. The Storm Knights will have to
approach the keep by sea, either by
making a frontal assault on the castle
or by beaching somewhere else and
traveling overland. On the seaward
side of the castle are five bronze can
nons. Tribane has focused a conjured
fireball spell into the cannons, so they
will begin launching balls of flame as
soon as a ship or a swimmer comes in
range (within 600 meters of the castle.)

On the landward side of the castle
are massive fortifications, manned by
the Vikings. Thedoorsofthecastleare
solid oak (Toughness to) and the win
dows have steel bars on them
(Toughness 15).

Holger the DiU1e
DEXTERITY 11
Dodge 12, maneuver 12, melee
weapons 14, swimming 12, un
armed combat 12
STRENGTH 12
TOUGHNESS 11
PERCEPTION 8
Scholar (navigation) 9, trick 9, wa
ter vehicles 9
MIND?
TestS
CHARISMA 9
Persuasion 11
SPIRIT 8
Intimidation 10, reality 9
Possibilities: 10
Equipment: two-handed sword,
damage value SfR+7/19; medium
shield, +5/19; hides and furs,
TOU+1!12
Description: Holger is a giant of a
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man, with a thick red moustache and
a long beard. His sword is enchanted,
so that it resists being lifted by all but
him with a weight valueof16. This spell
was a gift to Holger from Nimue, and
his ability to bear the sword in battle
inspired awe in the Vikings (if a Storm
Knight could lift the sword, it might
earn him Holger's respect).

3 I

Holger is a fierce warrior and a
natural leader.Ifattacked, he will fight
until he is completely overcome. If he
has assumed command of Tribane's
forces before the Knights reach
Kronborg, give each of the Vikings a
+1 to their melee wet1.pons and unanned
combat skills. Any displays ofmagic
by Tribane or by the Knights - will

Holger the Dane

make Holger suspicious (understand
able, given the outcome of his affair
with Nimue).

Holger is not adverse to listening to
reason, if the Storm Knights want to
take that tack. But if Holger has al
ready been persuaded by Tribane, he
will be hostile to the Knights. Other
wise, he will be neutral to them.

If the Knights are able to convince
Holger of the justice of their cause, he
will vow tostay in Denmarkand battle
Uthorion's forces. If they fail to con
vince him, and are unable to defeat
him in battle, he will commandeer a
boat and sail for England, and could
show up as an antagonist in a future
Aysle campaign.

Quote: "If 'tis battle you want, then
'tisbattleyou shall have! Haveatthee!"

1 I 2 6

4 I

Key
1. Main Entrance
2. Lobby
3. Curator's office
4. Security office
5. Art gallery

5

7

6. Historical museum
7. Stairs to basement
8. Stairs from basement
9. Cells (now used for storage)

10. Holger the Dane

Tribane
DEXTERITY 9
IXdge10,meleeweapons10,stealth11
STRENGTHS
TOUGHNESSS
PERCEPTION 11
Alteration magic 13, scholar (arcane
lore) 12, trick 12
MIND 11
Conjuration magic 14
CHARISMA 10
Charm 11, persuasion 11
SPIRIT 9
Corruption 10, intimidation 10, re
ality 10
Possibilities: 8
Equipment: short sword (en
chanted), damage valueSTR+5/ 13.
Arcane Knowledges: folk 4, air 3,
fire 2
Spells: Dvergamal, turn tostone,con
jured fireball, turn to flesh.

Turn to Flesh

Axiom Level: 12
Skill: alteration/folk 18

Backlash: 10
Difficulty: 9
Effect Value: 15
Bonus Number to: duration

Range: touch
Duration: 32 (one month)
Cast Time: 20 (five hours)
Manipulation: state, duration

I.
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This is a relatively simple spell in
this case because it is being used to
undo another incantation (returning
Holger tohisoriginal state, rather than
transforming him into somethinS dif
ferent). Were Tribane to try ana use
this spell on an unliving pieceofstone,
he would need a skill of 20, take back
lash of 30, and need 10 hours (a value
of 23) in which to cast the spell.

The caster must be in physical con
tact with the target for the spell towork.
Uke thedwarven turn to stcmespell, this
rite works best when the target is made
of basalt, granite or obsidian <Holger's
"statue" is of granite).
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Description: Tribane is almost as
gocxl a deceiver as he is a sorcerer, and
that is why he feels certain he will one
day achieve true power. Tribane
thrived under Uthorion's rule, and
believes that his interests would be
best served by the return of the Dark
Lord.

UnlikemanyofhisfeUowdwarves,
Tribane is involved with a religion,
being a worshiper of Endrak, the god
of corruption. He has very little re
spect for Vikings, trolls, ghouls, or any
other Ayslish folk, believing them to
be good only as "muscle" in dwarven
schemes.

Quote: "Now that you see the mis
take you made in attacking, let's have
a bitoffun-l haven't turned anyone
into a slug in a troll's age."

Vikings'
See page 30 of the Torg World Book
or the Aysl~ Sourcebook.
Note: One of the additional skills
must be a magical skill. Characters
also get an arcane knowledge at
one add.
Equipment: broadsword, damage
value STR+6/16; long bow, dam
age value STR+6/16, range 3-10/
100/250
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The Horn of Darkness

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Let it be known tIuooghout the realm,
Death now reigns supreme on the island ofGotland in the BalticSea, and the people

ofthatp~ce cryout for asavior. It falls tothis court to carry theslandan!against this great
darkness, and we have chosen the Storm Knigh~ to be our warriors in this dangerous
time.

Amessenger arrived in Oxford yesterday, having survived the treacherous journey
from Gotland's capital, Visby, though not unscathed. He told a wild tale of mass
destruction, of friends and loved ones collapsing in the slre<ts in horrible agony. This
p~gue began but days ago and already hundreds ~y dead, most shoveled into mass
graves to keep their dark humors from spreading. Superstitious panic has filled Visby's
denizens, and they have barricaded themselves inside their homes, emerging only to
obtain food.

And yet, the nighbnare continues. Entire families the in aday, their homes marked
with abIad< 0'll6S to warn looters of the presence ofdisease. This scourge has spread so
swiftlyand strudc with such terrible might that we are forced to deem it unnatural, and
cast about for the agency responsible.

Nor ~ this the only source of the terror gripping the ~Iand. Anumber of murders
have takenp~ near the Trojeborg Maze, the killings being committed in so singulara
manner as to arouse our attention, even against the baddrop of Visby's affliction. The
victims seemed to have no common attribute, but all were found in the samegruesome
condition, with their eye sockets no more than chanred b~dc pi~.

Whether all of the deaths in Gotland are the work of the same evil entity, or there ~
morethanoneenernyof the Ughtabroad in that ~nd, wedo not know. Bulit~apparent
that some action ~ needed, and swi!tly. We ask thatStorm Knigh~ move with all speed
to Gotland to investigate these bloody deeds.

Gamemuter Information: The
people of Gotland do, indeed, have
much to fear, for they are the prey of
not one, but two vile creatures, one
native to Aysle, the other to Orrorsh.

The mass deaths that have been
attributed to plague are actually the
result ofpoison,. introduced magically
into the water supply by a black uni
corn, a corrupted version of the Aysle
beast whose traditional duty is the
purification of liquid. This particular
unicorn disliked the hard life his spe
cies was forced to lead while Uthorion

ruled the cosmo Under the Dark High
Lord's reign, unicorns were hunted
for sport,as they were seen as symbols
of Ught. Cornered, the animal that
would one day become a black uni
corn strock a deal with its pursuers
and led them to a glade filled with the
magnificent beasts, who were then
slaughtered. That was the first step on
theblackunicorn'sroad to corruption,
which led him to the service of
Uthorion and the isle of Gotland.

Sweden has been a particularly
annoying problem for Uthorion, sup-

plying, as it does, weapons to its
neighbors, Norway and Flnland. The
black unicorn was sent to this island
off the Swedish coast to inspire terror
and divert thegovemment's attention
from the ongoing battles in Norway.
Since Gotland is a stronghold of the
Light, the unicorn's corrupted soul is
revealed in its color.

The unicorn made its home in the
Trojeborg Maze, and used its poison
WQter spell to befoul the Visby reser
voirs. Soon, large areasof the city were
succumbing to the effects, and the
Swedish government was forced to
divertresources to treating the victims.
But the unicorn faced a problem - it
needed to rest in between casting the
spell, and was in need of someone to
guard the maze during the time it
slumbered. Uthorion saw this as an
opportunity to test a recentaddition to
his forces, an Orrorshan succubus.

This unholy creature had grown
weat)· of inadicn in its realm under
the stewardship of Thratchen, and
traveled to Aysle to provide aid to
Uthorion in return for ample victims
whose life energy shecould drain. She
was sent to guard the black unicorn, a
job she considers beneath her talents.
Still, it has afforded her the chance to
kill some fools who wandered near
the maze, and in recent days she has
begun to roam rather far afield in
search of new victims.

When the Storm Knights reach
Gotland, they will be given the o~
portunity to examine one of the
"plague" victims. AMind total against
a difficulty number of 9 will reveal
that the symptoms are consistent with
poisoning (for Knights with the ~j
cineorscialu (chonistry) skills, reduce
the difficulty number by one). Local
officials will inform the Knights that
the victims had not been sharing food,
but all drew their water from thesame
supply.

A successful Mind or scimu (chcn
istry) total against a difficulty number
of9will reveal thatthereservoirshave
been poisoned. A Knight with the de
tect magic spell will be able to tell that
some fonn of enchantment was used
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lIIl Queenswrath: The Hom of Darkness
~ Trojeborg Maze

Key
1. Entrance, guarded by succubus
2. Inner courtyard

to bring about the effect. A find total of
10 will reveal hoof prints that lead to
the edge of the water, but cannot be
tracked over the rocky terrain nearby.

If the Knights are willing to stake
the area out until dawn, they will spot
the black unicorn emerging from the
woods. walking to the beach. and
preparing tocast itsspe:U. Uthe Knights
attack at this point, the unicorn will

flee back to the maze and warn the
succubus, giving her initiative in the
first round of combat to come. If the
Knights do not attack, but instead
follow the unicorn back to its lair, the
Knights will have the initiative when
attacking the succubus.

After disposing of the Orrorshan,
the Knights will have toenter the maze
to find the black unicorn. The animal

will have left tracks on the soft earth.
and the Knights will have to make
Perception or trtJcking totals against a
difficulty number of 8 to follow them.
U the Knights did not bring torches, a
second Perctption orfind total against a
difficulty numberof9 will be required
- any Knights who fail this roll be
come separated from the rest of the
group.and must successfullygenerate
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the total and rejoin the party or run the
risk of being lost in the maze forever.

The unicorn has gone to ground in
thecentercourtyardofthemaze. When
the Knights emerge from the tunnel,
the unicorn will attack. It wiD rely on
physical attacks, as it does not possess
the kind of spells that can be used in
combat.

U the Knights are victorious, the
Visby water wiD return to normal
within one day (if the unicorn was
prevented from casting his speD at
dawn, it will already be pure again).
Upon returning toOxford, the Knights
will be presented gifts of enchanted
long bows by Ardinay (damage value
STR+7/22. range 3-10/100/250).

Black Unicorn
DEXTERITYU
Dodge 13, maneuver 14, running
14, stealth 13, unarmed combat 14
STRENGTH 13
TOUGHNESS 10
PERCEPTION 13
Alteration magic 16, divination
magic 15, find 14, trick 14
MlND14
Test (15), willpower 15
CHARISMA 7
Charm 14, persuasion (12), taunt
(10)
SPIRIT 8
Corruption 12, intimidation 10, re
ality 10
Possibilities: 10
Natural Tools: hom, damage value
STR+5/18; hooves, damage value
STR+3/16
Spells: dettet magic, poison water

Arcane Knowledge: magicS, waterS
Description: Ebon in hue both

within and without, the black unicorn
is the diametric opposite of the stan
dard beast of Aysle. Where the white
unicorn uses his power to drive away
the evils that gather in water over
night, the black uses his magic to mul·
tiply them. Though the white can of·
ten be lured from its lair by the pres·

ence ofa virgin maid, the black scorns
purity, and will only emerge if the
opportunityexists to impale the young
woman.

Poison Water

Axiom Level: 8
Skill: alteration{wQter 15

Backb.sh: 11
Difficulty. 8
Effed Value: 19
Bonus Number to: effect

RaIlge: touch
Duration: 25 (one day)
Cast Time: 17 (30 minutes)
Manipulation: control, state

The Hom of Darkness

The mage touches a body of water
(in the unicorn's case, with its horn),
and if the speD is successfully cast, the
water is poisoned for one day. The
effect value of the spell is the amount
of damage done by the poison per
round. Although the act of poisoning
the water is a magical one, an afflicted
person can be healed through the use
of non-magical medical techniques.

Succubus
See page 11 of lnfiniverse Campaign
Game #1, in the Torg boxed set.
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The Crystal Obsession

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Hearken, all honorable citizens of Aysle,
In the village of Ipswich, a fearful, yet strangely beautiful, crystal skull ~ being

d~played. Althougbthe artifact,beingexhibited in the ChristChurchMansionMuseum
of Folk Art and Antiques, seems 10 be no more than an exq~itely-crafted sculpture,
dramatic and upsetting tales are now being relayed to the court regarding it.

According to witnesses, the skull seems to exert a malevolent influence on those
around it. Manypeoplewho haveapproached thepedestal on which it res~ have found
themselves ovencome with an urge to Iill. In addition, even those not consumed by
violenl feelings find the alm05pherearound the crystaloppressive. What~m05t unusual
~ that the skull, aCore Earth artifact, apparently ~played no such powers prior to the
invasion from Aysle and the coming of the axiom wash.

What omnat be denied ~ that alarge number of Ipswich residen~ have been found
murdered in recenl days, and the local authorities are too fearful to attempt to remove
the object. But we feel strongly that the powers of~ devilish thing musl be contained
before they wreak more harm. We ask that any Storm I<nigb~ willing 10 take on~
dangerous task come before us for further instructions.

Gamemaster Information: The
stories that have reached Ardinay's
ears are frighteningly accurate with
regard to the powers of the skull. But
they do not begin to approach the
bizarre tale of the skull's origin.

The skull first appeared in Mexico
during the days that the Aztecs held
sway there. It was the creation of a
sorcerer named Quetzal, who feared
above all things the loss of his arcane
powers. Thus when he sensed Earth's
Magicaxiom beginning to slip,he took
the drastic step of focusing his mental
essence into the skull. Quetzal used a
ward that was so created as to rouse
his mind from dormancy should the
Magic axiom rise again, as it did when
Aysle invaded.

The skull itself consists of single
piece of a crystalline substance, and
weighs roughly 12 pounds (a weight
value of 4). It was taken from Mexico
by the Spanish conquistadors, and
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since that time has passed fromcollec
tor to collector. Although Quetzal's
mind has been shut down through it
all, those owners who are psychically
sensitive have stated that they felt a
malignant presence when near the
skull.

When Quetzal awoke from his
centuries of sleep, he immediately re
alized that his magical abilities would
be limited in his new form, since he
would be unable to perform the ges
tures that accompany many spells. He
is hoping that, at some point in the
future, he will be able to transfer his
mind intoanotherbody, but hecannot
physically gather the materials he
needs for such a spell. Therefore, he
has used his dark per5UQsion spell to
force others to collect the items, which
includethebloodofanhonorableman
and the heart ofa virgin maid. Some of
the violent acts committed in Ipswich,
though, have had no more cause than
Quetzal reveling in his power.

When the Storm Knights obtain an
audience with Lady Ardinay, she will
provide them with letters of introduc
tion to a dwarven mage named
Thromble, who lives in Lacock. He has
been advised of their mission and
asked to prOVide them with some
mystical protection against the powers
of the skull. Shewill also tell them that,
if the skull is possessed, simply sun
dering the malevolent entity from it
will do no good, for it will Simply find
another body. Rather, the skull must
be brought to a place where there are
no intelligent beings within range of
its manipulatory abilities. She will
suggest flinging it intoCheddarGorge
in Somerset, where it could well be
lost forever.

The Knights can reach Thromble's
cottage without incident. He can re
late to them the legend of the skull's
origin, as it was told to him by a sor
cerer who traveled through Ipswich
not long ago. He will cast a strength of
will spell upon each Knight, which
will help them to resist the skull's in
fluence for 18 hours.

The Storm Knights can then travel
to Ipswich to get the skull. When they
arrive, they will find that most of the
citizens are too terrified to even speak
of the skull, but will simply point in
the general direction ofChrist Church
Mansion. When the Knights enter the
building, they will see corpses strewn
about the floor (no one has had the
courage to claim the remains for fear
they, too, will be victimized by the
skull).

Quetzal will attempt to influence
the Knights from the moment they
step in the room, targeting the one
with the lowest Mind or willpower
value. If he is successful, the affected
Knight will attack his comrades and
force them to subdue him.

Once the Knights have the skull in
hand, the most harrowing partof their
joumey will have just begun. Before
they can leave Ipswich, they will be
attacked by seven Ayslish farmers,
residents of the village who had been
previously ensorceled. The Knights



The Crystal Obsession

must keep in mind that these people
are innocents, under the control of an
outside force. U a Knight kills a yeo
man, he will gain a corruption point
and lose a Possibility from his award.
at the end of the adventure.

On the journey to Cheddar Gorge,
Quetzal will try to influence the
Knightsonceperhour,orcausepeople
in the area to attack the Knights (he
will not attempt both). U Quetzal can
stall the Knights long enough,
Thromble'sspeU will wearoff,making
them more susceptible to the skull's
power.

Cheddar Gorge is a ravine located
11 kilometers outside of Wells in the

MendipHills. Theonly livingaeature
in the gorge is a monstrous troll who
has been cast out by his tribe. He will
easily fall prey to the skull's influence,
and will constitute the last obstacle the
Knights must surmount.

Once the skull is safely in the gorge,
the Knights can return to Oxford. and
notify Ardinay. She will then issue a
proclamation forbidding all citizens
ofAysle from venturing into thegorge,
on penalty of their lives.

The Crystal Skull (Quetzal)
DEXTERITY 0
STRENGTH 0
TOUGHNESS 23

PERCEPTION 12
Evidence analysis 13, scholar (ar
cane lore) 14, trick 13
MIND 20
Conjuration magic 23, test 21, will
power 22
CHARlSMAIO
Charm (19), persuasion (19), taunt
(12)
SPIRIT 11

Intimidation 13, reality 12
Possibilities: 6
Spells: dIlrk persuasion
Arcane Knowledges: living forCf:S 7

Dill Queenswrath: The CTlfstal Obsession
~ The Storm Knights' Trail
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Dark Persuasion

Axiom Level: 11
Skill: conju.ration/living forces 17

Backlash: 13
Difficulty. 10
Effect Value: 15
Bonus Number to: effect

Range: 5 (10 meters)
Duration: 18 (one hour)
Cast Time: 5 (10 seconds)
Manipulation: cast time, control,

speed

This spell works much like the per
suasion skill, except that the caster rnay
roll for pasuasion every round. in
Quetzal's case, a successful cast im
plants dark and violent images in the
target's mind, and prompts him to
commitdestructiveacts. U the caster is
willing to accept a +2 add to the diffi
culty and a +3 to the backlash, he can
attempt to force the target to commit
specific acts.

The spell is illusory, and when the
duration of the effect ends, the target
willretum to normal, with no memory
of what he did while under its influ
ence.

Resisting the spell requires a Mind
or willpawn total greater than or equal
to the effect value of the rite.

Thromble
See page 30 of the Torg World Book.
Note: In addition to those listed,
ThrombJe possesses the strength of
will spell.
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Strength of Will

Axiom Level: 9
Skill: alteration/folk 14

Backlash: 11
Difficulty. 8
Effect Value: 14
Bonus Nu.m~rto: effect

Range: touch
Duration: 25 (18 hours)
Cast Time: 25 (one day)
Manipulation: control

The caster closes his eyes, clenches
his fist, and concentrates on what (or

whom) he wants that target to be able
to resist. He then touches the target
with both fists. The effect value of the
spell is compared to the target's Mind
or Willpower on the Power Push table.
The resulting value modifier is added
to the Mind or willpower value for the
duration of the spell. The shock effects
of the push are ignored.

Ayslish Yeom~
See page 30 of the Torg World Book.
Equipment: club, damage value
STR+3/12

Troll
See page 32 of the Torg World Book.



The Treasure of Ceme Abbas

The Treasure of Cerne Abbas

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To all loyal subjects,
Ourservan~ in theCerne Abbas region have reported sighting travelers who, judged

by their language and demeanor, are dearly not &om our reaIm. 'I'he!t are two groups
of strangers, each studying the greal chalk gianl of the area and each avoiding contact
with theolher. Their abilities and intentionsare unknown, but we would look favorably
upon any genllefollc who could provide us with infonnation on th~ matter.

We would urge any champion 10 tread carefully, for these wanderers may have
powerful magi< with which we are not familiar.

Our blessings on all who fighl for Aysle

U the Knights are spotted by the
cyberpriests, the priests will attack
immediately. U the Nippon agents see
the Knights, itis likely thatthey will be
cautious and wait to see what action
the Knights will take. Ua battle breaks
out between the priestsand the Knights
after the object has been unearthed,
theNipponagents will attempt tospirit
it away in the confusion.

U the Knights are able to get the
object and drive off the invaders from
Nippon and the Cyberpapacy, they
can return it to Pena Ardinay for a
reward. She will offer each a choice of
gifts: a rapier (STR+5/ 20)oranamulet
with a true light spell focused into it
(see page 122 of the Torg Rulebook).

Camemaster Information:Thetwo
groups of strangers are agents for the
Cyberpapacy and Nippon Tech, sent
to Aysle to discover the truth or false-
hood of the legend that visitors from
space left a priceless artifact in the
mountains of Ceme Abbas. The chalk
giant is a huge figure holding a club,
which was carved into the granite of
themountainsideatanunknowndate.
Its presence has made the hill famous,
and it supposedly acts as a "sentry"
for the alien's gift, which is believed to
be an advanced weapon or communi·
cation device. Both sides wish to
transport the artifact back to their
realms, study it, and attempt to du·
plicate whatever technology wasused.
within.

The Cyberpapacy first learned of
the tale some time ago, and after vari
ous aspects of the theocracy voiced
their approval, the mission was un
dertaken. Unknown tochurchoffidals,
Nippon Tech has a spy planted in their
ranks whosejob is to monitor any new
technological developments. Believ·
ing that the Aysle device could rep
resent a major breaktluough for the
Cyberpapacy, this agent relayed in
formation on it to his superiors at
KanawaCorp. Theydispatched a team
to foUow the cyberpriests and prevent

them from absconding with the am·
fact.

There actually is an alien artifact
buried in the hills, but it is not in the
nature of a weapon. Rather, it is the
equivalent of a friendship message: a
stone tablet engraved witha pictureof
figures in the air reaching their hands
out to figures on the ground. It has no
technologicalcapabilities,nordothere
seem to be any mystic spells focused
into it. But it is not the only one in
existenceon the planet,and possession
of it could help one form an alliance
with any other group that is guarding
such a tablet.

The Storm Knights can find out
about the legends surrounding the
chalk giant by interviewing local
residents. They will tell the Knights
that the foreign visitors have been
combing tluough the hills for days.
Some of the villagers may say that
aliens still reside there, and express
fear that they will be roused by the
digging going on.

The Storm Knights can find the
cyberpriests fairly easily (they mayor
may not spot the Nippon agents 
have the Knight with the highest Pn-
cqnion roll against the Nippon with
the lowest stmlth value. U the roU is
successful, the Knights spot the
Nippon agents).

Monsignor Qaude Mont~gne:
DEXTERJTI8
Dodge 9, melee weapons 10, un
armed combat 9
STRENGTH 8
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 10
Find 12, trick 13 (17)
MIND 9
Science 11, test 11, willpower 13
CHARISMA 10
SPIRITU
Faith 13, focus 13, intimidation 14,
reality 13
Possibilities: 9
Equipment: interdermal plate
(head and body), armor value
TOU+7/16; ManoFique; BiV arm,
STR+5/ 14;kreelar tendons; EMeye;
chipholder 3; slicers (on BiV arm),
damage value STR+2/11; .9mm
Beretta, damage value 15, ammo 9,
range 3-10/2S/<W; NeuraCal
Cyber Value: 16
Miracle: Net Damnation (see page
35 of the Torg World Book)
Description: Monsignor Montaigne

is a rotund man, with a taste for wine,
rich food and women. When traveling
in Aysle, he wears the plainclothingof
a huntsman, as certain races in that
realm (particularlydwarves) have little
use for clerics of any kind.

This is not Montaigne's first visit to
Ardinay's kingdom. A short time ago,
heattempted tosourrelations between

I.
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the Houses of Aysle and a group of
Freetraders who reside along the Irish
coast. It was on his return to England
that he first noticed the carved figure
of the giant. A few judicious questions
at the local tavern turned up infor
mation on the legends connected to
the mountain, and convinced. him that
there wasa treasure tobefound within.

He carried this information to the
Council of Cardinals in the
Cyberpapaey, who expressed interest
in the project. Pope Malraux gave his
blessing, and detailed three
eyberpriests to accompany him.

Montaigne has no doubt he will be
successful in his quest, and has little
regard for the intelligence or abilities
of the Ayslish, seeing them as back
ward: barbarians, almost as bad as
Baruk Kaah and his followers.

Quote: "Pay no heed to the fables
that fill this land, my friends. The race
is always to the swift, and the battle to
the strong."

Cyberpriests
See page 35 of the Torg World Book
Possibilities: 3

Hama Takei
DEXTERITY 10
Dodge 11, fire combat 13, melee
weapons 11, missile weapons 11,
stealth 11, unarmed combat 11
STRENGTH 9

Climbing 10
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 11
Find 12, language 12, trick 13
MIND 10
Test 11, willpower 11
CHARISMA 9
SPIRIT 8
Reality 9
Possibilities: 7
Equipment: throwing stars, dam
agevalueSTR+2/11,range3-5/10/
15; dagger, Tech 7, damage value
STR+3/12; 13mm Chunyokai,
damage value 18, ammo 9, range 3
10/40/50
Description: Takei is a top agent of

the Kanawa Corporation, normally
employed for industrial espionage
within the Nippon realm, with occa
sional forays into the Nile. However,
on his last assignment he allowed

himself to be spotted and identified
by Rauru Blockoperatives, effectively
compromising the mission. As pun
ishment, he was ordered to undertake
a trip to Aysle to shadow a
Cyberpapaey expedition,

Takei is extremely uncomfortable
in Aysle. Coming from a realm built
around high technology to one in
which the long bow is considered an
exciting innovation involves a great
deal of culture shock, even for so sea
soned a veteran of realm-crossing,
Takei strongly believes that the
eyberpriests are wasting their time,
and his as well, in this quest, but he is
determined todoa thorough job in the
hopes of regaining Kanawa's favor.

Takei's orders are to stay out of
sight, and keep a dose watch on the
Cyberpapacy agents. If they discover
something at Cerne Abbas, Takei is to
kill them and take the object back to
Nippon for 'study.

If the priests find nothing, Takei is
to allow them to depart unmolested,
so as not to reveal that Nippon has a
spy inside the chwch.

Key*: Location of artifact

(Ill Queenswrath: The Treasure of Ceme Abbas
fi!M The Chalk Giant
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Quote: 'The lion knows to wait for
his prey in silence, and slay him with
out a sound. A loud kill may draw
other hunters to the Spot."

NatsumeYmo
DEXTERITY 13
Dodge 14, martial arts 16, melee
weapons 14, missile weapons 14,
stealth 15
STRENGTHS
Climbing 9
TOUGHNESS 10
PERCEPTION 9
Tracking 10
MIND 10
Test 11, willpower 11
CHARISMA 9
Persuasion 10
SPIRIT 10
Intimidation 12, reality 11
Possibilities: 8

Equipment: Shimsi sword, dam
age value STR+5/13; throwing
stars, damage value STR+2/10
Desc:ription: Yaldo is a contract

ninja, one of the best. He has worked
in every realm, usually carrying out
simple assassinations. In this case, he
has been ordered to act as a guide in
Aysle for Takei, an assignment he is
not particularly fond of. He feels it
would be much easier to kill the
eyberpriests rather than run the risk of
their escaping with whatever prize
they seek.

He defers to Takei because the spy
is his superior, but he does not have a
great deal of respect for the man's
abilities. He is well aware of the fact
that Takei was given this mission as a

form of chastisement, and resents the
fact that he must suffer for the failures
of another.

Yaldo is hated by the giants who
inhabit the region around Dorset, for
hekilledoneoltheirchieltains,Magred
(Kanawa has allowed mercenaries to
be hired by both sides in the Ayslish
civil war, although the Dark Forces
have been far more willing to avail
themselvesofthis service). Uheshould
be spotted by a giant, it will immedi
atelyattempt to subdue him and bring
him back to its tribe.

Quote: "Farbetterto kill with honor
than to cowerand skulk like the jackal."

I.
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The Ghost of Bodiam Castle

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Awarning 10 all our subjects,
An unusual and possibly dangerous occurrence in East Sussex has been brought to

our attention, and we believe it warrants further attention. According to local residents,
avengeful ghost ~ stalking the grounds of Bodiam Castle.

Thisspectre~ believed to bethatofone LusiniaMills, who resided in that castleuntil
her death someyemago. In life, she was amrly, iJj.jempered woman who struck fear
into the hearts of her neighbors with her violenl rages. Upon her death, she cursed the
townspeople and vowed 10 return from the grave and torment them.

It seems she has kept her vow, as those good people have been terrorized without
mercy in recent weeks. We have been told that, owing to the fear of her curse, Lusinia's
body was never removed from the castle. We have reason to believe that ifher remains,
alone or with the castle also, are destruyed, t~ spirit will finally go to i~ eternal rest.

We ask thai any intrepid warriors who are willIng to challenge~ fearsome foe
proceed at once 10 Ihe castle, and know that Dunad's blessings go with you.

GamemasterInformation.: Bodiam
Castle was owned for 40 years by a
mannamedJasonMills.Although not
of nobleancestry, he was exceptionally
wealthy and was known to be impul
sive and reckless. Shortly before his
death, he married a beautiful woman
named Lusinia and willed her his en
tire estate. Upon his death, the rumors
began that she had poisoned him for
his wealth.

Lusinia was possessed of a heart as
black as the waters of the moat that
surrounded her castle, and only her
vast fortune kept her from being jailed
for caning a local merchant. She hated
the "peasants" that lived near her land
with a passion, and they learned
quickly to stay out ofher way on those
rare occasions she emerged from
Bodiam.

Lusinia never married again, and
never bore an heir. She dreaded the
thought of her castle and her wealth
ending up in the hands of poor, dirty
folk like those in the town. She placed
in her will the stipulation that she be
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entombed in the walls of the castle,
along with all her jewelry, including
an emerald necklace she treasured.
Then, on her death bed, shegave voice
toacurse: ifanyone attempted to cross
the moat and enter the castle, the wa
ters would change into a mass of
writhing serpents who would destroy
the trespasser. Although it might seem
strange to some, the curse frightened
many of the townspeople, who even
in supposedly modem times, won·
dered if Lusinia might not have been a
witch. Thus the castle remained un
touched for years, until an American
millionaire purchased the castle and
moved it to an island in Lake
Wallenpaupack, PA, unaware
Lusinia's corpse was contained within
the walls.

When the Aysle axiom wash swept
over England, much of what was once
only superstition, rumor or legend
became fact. An illusionarycastle rose
up from the original foundation of
Bodiam in East Sussex, and to those

who did not know the truth, it seemed
quite real. A legend apparition, pat·
temed upon the fears and supersti·
tions concerning Lusinia held by the
townspeople, manifested itself, and
the waters of the moat were seen to
tum into millions of snakes and de
vour a small boy who had ventured
too close.

The legendapparition truly believes
it is the ghost of Lusinia, and so has
taken great pleasure in frightening the
people she hated in life. When the
Storm Knights arrive, the apparition
will makeevery effort to prevent them
from crossing the moat and discover·
ing the castle is an illusion. Since it is
made up of the beliefs of others, it
thinks that the destruction ofLusinia's
corpse would destroy it as well, like a
true ghost - thus, the longer the
Knights can be kept in the dark about
the new locationofthecastle, the longer
the apparition can survive.

Thefirst problem theStorm Knights
will face is the moat, which will be
come a sea of snakes as soon as they
approach. A boat will beuseless in this
situation, meaning the Knights must
either jump across the moat or con
struct some sort of bridge. The moat is
seven meters across, a vaulting diffi
cultyof12. Thereisa rotten tree nearby
that could be used to form a bridge,
but it will take two rounds to cross the
moat in this manner. Each round, the
Knights must generate a successful
Dexterity total against a difficulty
number of 9. If a Knight rolls a 2 or
below, thewood crumbles beneath his
feet:. AsuccessfulDexterity total against
a difficulty number of 10 allows the
Knight to catch himself.

If the Knight falls into the snakes,
he will sustain damage value 15 for
each round he is among them until his
companions are able to pull him out (a
Strength total of9is required to accom
plish this).

When the Storm Knights reach the
castle, have them make Perception or
evidence analysis rolls against a diffi
culty number of 17. If they succeed,



they will realize the castle is an illu·
sion. U they fail, they can mount a
search of the seemingly real building.
but will find no corpse. U they attempt
to destroy the building, they will see it
simply melt into nothingness, and the
legend apparition will taunt them by
saying they are too stupid to ever find
..... truebody.

Recrossing the moat will not cause
the curse to take effect, so it can be
done in safety. In town, they will be
told to consult the records office for
the new location of the castle, and the
clerk there will inform them ofits move
to PennsylVania.

After arriving in the United States,
the Stonn Knights will have to thread
their way through the Uving Land to
Lake Wallenpaupack, which is located
in the lake region of the Poconos in
Wayne County. The Storm Knights
can venture to this area in whatever

manner they see fit. However, keep in
mind that the castle is located in a
[jving Land pure zone within theJOO
mileZoneofSilencearoundNewYork
Cty. Therefore, any modem conve
niences and modes of transportation
will not be readily available and will
create a contradiction in the realm.

When the Storm Knights success
fully locate the lake and the island
holding the castle, they will have to
find a way to cross the water. Swim·
ming or constructing a raft are the two
options - if the Knights are thinking
01 swimming, inform them that the
waters look treacherous and strange
shapes seem to play in its depths.

There is an unlimited supply of
trees and vines throughout the area,
but the players will have to generate a
Perception or scholar (engineering) total
to construct the raft. This total will
represent the Toughness value of the

The Ghost of Bodiam Castle

raft. It will take three rounds to cross
the lake, but unfortunately, a torada
has taken up residence in the waters,
and will attack during the second
round of their trip.

This castle is the true Bodiam for
tress. UtheStormKnightscan uncover
Lusinia's tomb and obtain some proof
of their action (the emerald necklace,
perhaps)ordestroy thecastleandbring
back proof of its destruction to show
the apparition, thespectre will vanish.

Legend Apparition (Lusinia Mills)
DEXTERITY 3
Stealth 22
STRENGTH 1
TOUGHNESS n
PERCEPTION n
Find 19, tracking 14, trick 11
MINOn
CHARISMA 15
Charm 16, persuasion 17, taunt 16

Que__th: The Ghost of Bodia", c...t~
Bodiam Castle - Main Floor

Key
1. Secret passage

tainin
~.,f.ooy

2.. Coffin with body
3. 0>ape1
4.UImuy
5. Banquet room
6. Kitchen
7. Maingate

DO
D
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SPIRIT 15
Intimidation 24
Description: A legend apparition

resembles a ghost in appearance and
behavior, but rather than being an in
dependent entity, it is an illusion
for!1'ed from the energy of others'
behefs and superstitions.

A leg~nd apparition commonly
appears m an area where a particu
larly hated individual has recently
died, local fears that the deceased will
return bringing it into being. It will
possess the memories and character
istics of the person it resembles, and
will truly believe itself to betheirghost.
Unabl~~oatta~kphysically, the legend
appantot0n ~eli.es ~n frightening others,
usmg Its mtlmldation as the effect
value against a difficulty number of
the target's Mind.

Showing proofof the destruction of
thecorpseinquestion to the apparition
and the people it is tormenting will
cause it to vanish.

Quote: "I am Lusinia, come back to
claim my just revenge. I am what lam,
and your doubts are as nothing to
me:'

Torada
DEXTERITY 9
Stealth 11, swimming 13, unarmed
combat 11
STRENGTH 12
TOUGHNESS 14
PERCEPTION 8
Trick 10
MIND 7
TestS
CHARISMA 5
Taunt (7)
SPIRIT 5
Intimidation 7
Natural Tools: tentacle razors
damage value 13 '
Description: The torada is a huge

creature, witha large bulbeight meters
~ diameter as its central body, and
eight tentacles which reach lengths of
10 meters. The bottom of each tentacle
is l~nec,l with a row of sharp hooks
which trnpale its prey.

Theeyes of the creatureare set apart
on either side of the body, and its
scales change color to match the sur
rounding water.

Its tentacles can be attacked sepa~

rately from the body. Damage is
computed as usual against thetentades
so that a wound result is applied
against the tentacle and only the ten·
tade. Damageeffectsagainst the whole
creature only apply if the body has
been attacked, or if the same result has
been achieved against fourof its arms.



The Golden SkkIe

The Golden Sickle

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To those we know as "Storm Knights;
Beltane Island, off the eastern coast ofScotland, has become the home ofa roIt that

worships what in this rosm are called "theOk!Ways." Goats areonee more invested with
acommunity's sinsand slaughtered; great bonfires are liton midsummerevesand form
the centerpiece for ritual dance; and the appeasement ofagod of the harvest is once more
of paramount importance.

The island has cut itseff off from the rest of the realm, although wedo have one ag<nt
living among those people. A fortnight ago, this Storm Knight, one Ciara Meade by
name, reported thatagreat festival was planned fortheautumnal equinox,and said that
many animals had been gathered for sacrifice. She promised further information, but
was 001 heaJd from again.

We fear that Beltanecould becomeabase for the Dark Forces ff its residents continue
to tum from the path ofhonor. As it isaStorm Knight in peril, we feel that othersof that
noble order should be afforded the opportunity to rescue her. But time is of the essence
-the equinox is only two days away, and as an intruder, Meade might well serve the
islanders as asacrifice.

Gi\Dlemaster Information: Meade
was indeed captured by the island's
governor, Lord Malcolm Beltane, and
the villagers, while attempting to es
cape the island to warn Ardinay of the
great evil breWing there.

Lord Beltane, a member of House
Daleron, has converted the village to
Druidism through sorcerous means,
and hopes to tum it into a base for the
Dark Forces (see below). The sacrifice
of a Storm Knight would be the final
step necessary to cement corruption's
hold over the island.

Beltane has underestimated
Ardinay's resolve, and is not expect·
ing a rescue party of Storm Knights.
The Knights will have to hide the boat
they arrive on, as any strange vessels
seen along the shore are burnt by the
island's residents. The villagers will
be hostile if asked about Meade, al·
though one or two cast glances at the
chief constable's office while refusing
to discuss her.

If the Knights question a large
number of villagers, word will even
tually get back to Lord Beltane that
they have anived, and the guard
around Meade's cell will be doubled.

Meade is being held in the village
jail, which is adjacent to the chief
constable's office. There are three vil
lagers guarding her (six, if Lord
Beltane has been warned). all armed
with dubs. An open assault on the
building will draw other people to the
scene who will try to stop the Storm
Knights. Thevillagerswill try to avoid
injuring Meadeunless it looks as ifshe
will get away. as she is intended to be
the sacrifice.

If the Knights choose not to try to
break her out of the cell. she will be
taken to a marble altar on the village
green, tied down, and Beltane will
prepare to sacrifice her with a golden
sickle. The Knights can take advan
tage of the people's absorption in the
ritual to mount a surprise attack and
free Ciara.

Meade can tell the Storm Knights
that Beltane is not a true Druid, but
used a wmthncontrol spell to convince
the islanders the heavens were against
them. If the Knights can expose himas
a fraud. the villagers may come to
their senses and turn on him. Meade
will tell them the best way to do that is
to force him to use the dagger or short
sword he carries, which are made of
steel. and cannot be used by Druids
according to the laws of their religion.

If the battle goes against the villag·
ers, Lord Beltane will take a hand. He
will begin by using his UJeQthn control
spell to conjure up a storm. which will
convince his people that the gods will
desert them if they let the sacrifice
escape. In physical combat. Beltane
will rely on his golden sickle. He will
only resort to his steel weapons if he
sees no other way of saving himself.

If the Knights expose Beltane, the
villagers will cease fighting them and
it will be possible for Ardinay to even
toaDy re-establish her influence on the
island. thus ruining plans to use it as
a base for a killing strike against the
lands of House Liandar. If they are
unable to force Beltane out into the
open. but do escape. they can warn
Ardinay about the situation and make
it less likely that any long-range plan
regarding the island will succeed.

Lord Malcolm Beltane
DEXTERITY 9
Melee weapons 10. unarmed com
bat 11
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 11
Alteration magic 14, scholar (Druid
ritual) 12
MlNDtO
Test 11
CHARISMA 9
Charm 11. persuasion 11. taunt 10
SPIRIT 9
Corruption 11. reality 10
Possibilities: 10
Equipment: golden sickle, damage
value STR+S/14; short sword
(steel), damage value STR+4/13;

I.
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Key
1. Docl<s
2. Hawkin's home
3. Village green
4. Altar
5. Constable's

offia/jail
6. 8eltane Manor

throwing dagger (steel), damage
value STR+3/12, range 3-5/10/15
Spells: weather control, weakness
Arcane Knowledges: air 6, folk 2
Description: Lord Beltane is a

cynical opportunist, an aristocrat who
sees the disarray in Aysle as a way of
attaining great power. Hestruckadeal
with Viking representatives of
Uthorion to convert his island into a
safe haven for the Dark Forces in return
for future territorial concessions in the
cosmo

Beltane kept his part of the bargain
making use of a weather control spell to
destroy the harvest and send the
people into a panic. He then began
saying that the ways of Ardinay had
angered the forces of Nature, and they
must be appeased.. Slowly, he re-in
traduced elementsoftheancient Druid
religion (in which hedoes not believe),
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twisted slightly so that corruption
could more easily take hold. He has
convinced the people that Ardinay has
cast them out for their beliefs, when in
truth it is he who has refused contact
with the mainland. The festival of the
equinox will be his crowning moment
- once the peoplehave willinglyshed
human blood, and more, the blood of
a Storm Knight, they will be ready to
accept the domination of Uthorion.

Quote: "Blood brings life; blood
makes the land grow green, and the
trees flower; and if one must shed his
blood so that all can benefit, so be it."

Typical Beltane Villager
DEXTERITY 8
Beast riding 10, dodge 9, maneuver
10, melee weapons 11, unarmed
combat 9
STRENGTH 8

j
!

TOUGHNESS 8
PERCEPTION 8
Tracking 9, trick 9
MIND 7
Test 8
CHARISMA 8
Persuasion 9, taunt 9
SPIRIT 9
Faith (Druid) 10, intimidation 10
Equipment: dub, damage value
STR+3/1l
Description: The residents of

BeltaneIsland are simple, superstitious
folk whose lives are tied to the land.
When violent storms destroyed their
crops, they were eager to accept any
explanation for the unnatural hap
penings, and have seized upon Druid
ism with great fervor.

As a result, they refuse to use any
tool or weapon made of iron or steeI..
becausesuch metals are not compatible



with tenets of the Druid religion. All
their instruments are made of gold or
bronze.

The villagers are hostile to anyone
not of the Druid faith.

Ciara Meade
DEXTERITY 9
Dodge 10, maneuver 10, melee
weapons 10, missile weapons 10,
stealth 10, unarmed combat 11
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 8
PERCEPTION 11
Evidence analysis 12, find 12,
scholar (Druid lore) 14, water ve
hicles 12
MIND 10
Test 11, willpower 11
CHARISMA 10
SPIRIT 9
Faith (Dun.d) 10
Possibilities: 10
Equipment: short bow, damage
value STR+S/14, range 3-10/40/
100; rapier, damage value STR+5/
14
Desaiption: Ciara is a beautiful,

capable Irish lass whowas transformed
by the Aysle axioms and realized her
hero potential. Since that time, she has
worked closely with Tolwyn Tancred
and Ardinay's Home Guard. She was
asked to investigate the situation on
Beltane, and traveled there alone so as
to draw as little attention as possible.
Once there, she learned of Lord
Beltane's plans, but was captured be
fore she could escape.

If a Connection card is played by a
male player, this Storm Knight had
once been romantically involved with
Gara, and will be desperate to rescue
her.

Quote: "Lads, ye'refair fierce when
ye have your foe tied. Would ye be
afraid, perhaps, of a little slip of a lass
like me?"

The Golden Siclde
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The Music of Misery

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Beware, all honorable citizens of Aysle,
Perhaps the only bond stronger than lhat ofaruler and her people ~ that ofaparenl

and herchild. Now agents ofevil havebegun Ioslrike through thai bond, causing much
hwlache and misery in our realm.

The troubles began onlyaweek ago, when parentsallover IJrogheda, Ireland awoke
10 discover their children missing. Il was only the youngest babes who had been taken,
theiroldersiblin1!' havingbeenspared. Although in many cases thekidnapped children
shared rooms with their parents, no disturbance wasbean! in the night and there was no
way 10 accounl for their disappearance.

The local authorities have been unable to find adue in the matter, and they havebeen
bedevlled by scores of other incidents, involvingsudden buckling of roads, overturning
of gravestones, and most seriously, mine shafts collapsing.

Il ~ our belief thatlhe nature of these bizarre happenin1!' points the finger of blame
al faeries, but we are reluctant to declare~ to be the absolute truth, lesl we unfairly
accuse those powerful bein1!' and provoke awar. We urgently request that any Storm
Knights with interest in~ matter proceed al once 10 IJrogheda and investigate.

Gamemaster Information: The
people of Drogheda are being tor
mented by faeries, specifically the
normally benevolent scHum, or earth,
faeries.

Thesoliums existed on Earthcentu
ries ago, and were, in fact, the last to
disappear from this cosm when the
Magic axioms dropped too low to
support them. Like all known species
of faerie, soliums are roughly 30 centi
meters in height. with membranous
wings on their backs. They are far
more luminous than their Aysle cosm
counterparts, the fey, but like them,
can cast spells connected to their par
ticular element.

The soliums constructed a vast net
workof tunnels prior to the collapseof
the Magic axioms, and they have now
returned to reclaim them. With their
own ancient haven long since de
stroyed by flooding, the faeries re
sponsible for the havoc at Drogheda
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reside in the passage-grave at
Newgrange, which is located quite
close to the town.

Most soliums believe in peaceful
coexistence with humans, but this
particularband, led byQueen Kassan,
joined the dark faeries in blaming
mankind for the loss of their powers
centuries ago. It was man's techno
logical advances and lack. of belief in
faeries that had cost them the power to
soar like birds or cast powerful mag
ics. When many faeries went into
something akin to hibernation to wait
for the magic to return to Earth, this
group of earth sprites made a home in
a small pocket dimension wheresome
magic still existed. There they bided
their time until conditions changed in
their former domain, and they could
return and take their revenge.

The invasion of Earth by Aysle
brought an increase in the Magic axi
oms, which allowed Kassan's faeries,

along with all the others, to return.
Immediately, the queen began to plot
- the humans had once taken some
thing dear to the faeries away, and
now the faeries would respond in kind,
she decided. Human children could
be put to work as slaves in the pocket
dimension of Lym, and if sufficiently
provoked, the humans might rashly
attack. and begin a war that would see
the faeries united against a common
enemy.

Thequeen'sonly problem was how
to get thechildren to Lym.Just prior to
the faeries' disappearance from Earth,
a solium princess named Aricia had
cast a spell preventing trespass into
faerie places by other folk. That spell
was still in place, meaning some way
would have to be found to transport
the children to the pocket dimension.

Thisobstaclewasovercomewhena
solium scout reported to Kassan that a
Drogheda magician had successfully
focused an extradimensionJ21 gate spell
into a flute. With her blessing, the
faeries stole thisenchanted instrument
and used its power to open a path for
the children.

When the Storm Knights reach
Drogheda, they will find a people on
the verge of panic. Examination of the
varioussites will reveal, ona successful
PercqJtion or evidence analysis total
against a difficulty numberof8 tha t all
of the incidents, save for the
kidnappings, involved earth. A detect
magic spell, even at minimal success,
will reveal definite traces ofelemental
earth magic, a trademark of the
soliums. A successful Perception or
scholllr (rmlm lore) total against a diffi
culty number of 9 will also implicate
soliums as the probable culprits, as
well as revealing that this typeof faerie
prefers tunnels. A check with the local
police will uncover that the most fa
mous series of tunnels in the area is at
Newgrange, and that is a likely spot to
begin an investigation.

The faeries will, of course, be aware
of the Knights' plans (they have tun
nels running all over the city, and are



accomplished eavesdroppers). There
will only be five faeries at the passage
grave when they anive, whose job
will be to lure them to Kassan's throne
room, open theextradimensional gate
to Lym and force them inside, then
follow them within. Once the Knights
are in Lym, they can easily find the
children, but will be faced with 20
soliums, including Kassan.

The faeries will be more than will
ing to fight, but the Knights must be
careful not to slay all of them, or they
will be unable to find out how to trigger
the flute's power and will have to
spend the rest of their days in Lym.
Once they have defeated the faeries,
they can attempt to pu5UJJdt or intimi
datt a solium (who is, ofcourse, hostilt
to the Knights) to tell them where the
flute came from and how to use it.
They can then lead the children back
to Earth, return them to their families.
and return the flute to its owner. The
latter action will result in each Knight
receiving an honor point at the end of
the adventure- ifthey choose to keep
the flute, they will discover that its
power is exhausted and each will gain
a corruption point for keeping a stolen
artifact.

When they return to Oxford,
Ardinay will present the party with a
Tancred Torch, an enchanted item
capable of dispelling the blackness
caused. bya magtdarkspell. It provides
light, but does not bum, and can be
used effectively for up to six months
before its power is expended.

Queen Kassan
DEXTERITY 9
Maneuver 10, missile weapons 10,
stealth 10, unarmed combat 10
STRENGTHS
TOUGHNESSS
PERCEPTION 12
Divination magic14, find 13,scholar
(realm lore) 14, tracking 13, trick 13
M1ND12
Apportation magic 15, test 13
CHARISMA 9
Charm 11, persuasion 10, taunt 10
SPIRIT 7
Faith 8, intimidation 8, reality 8
Possibilities: 4
Spells: mrth shitld, tracker
Arcane Knowledges: mrlh 10
Natural Tools: wings,speed value 9

The Music of Misery

Queenswrath: The Music ofMisery
Newgrange Passage-grave
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Key
1. Stones that guard entrance
2. Main chamber
3. Faerie Queen's throne
4. Stone altar for flute
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Equipment. earth armor, TOU+2!
7; solium sling, enchanted, damage
value STR+7/12
Description: Queen Kassan is

slightly older and more experienced
than most of her subjects, and is used
to thinking in the long·term. She, like
other solium faeries, has no great love
for other elemental sprites, save per·
haps for the celosia (the plant faeries),
but has accepted the fact that there is
strength, and the capacity for great
destruction, in unity. She has a genu·
ine devotion to her people, but cares
little for other folk.

Quote: "Whenyou and the children
do not return, Ardinay and her Home
Guard will become anxious. They will
raid Newgrange, but find nothing.
Rage at the faerie race will build until,
at last, there is war, Then we will
emerge and rule over a new world
where sprites are the masters and hu·
mans the slaves."
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Soliums
DEXTERITY 11
Beast riding 12, dodge 14, flight 12,
maneuver 12, melee weapons 12,
missile weapons 13, stealth 12
STRENGTH 6
TOUGHNESS 6
PERCEPTION 11
Divination magic 12, find 12, track·
ing 12, trick 12
MINOll
Apportation magic 14, survival 12,
test 12
CHARISMA 7
Charm 8, persuasion 8, taunt 8
SPIRIT 7
Charm 8, persuasion 8, taunt 8
Possibilities: 1
Spells: earth shield, tracker
Arcane Knowledges: enrth 9
Natural Tools: Wings, speed value 10

Equipment. earth armor, TOU+21
8; solium sword., enchanted, dam·
age value STR+6/12; solium sling,
enchanted, damage value STR+7I
13, range ),10/40/100
Note: Few faeries are capable of

casting a powerful spell on their own,
but when they work together, their
power increases exponentially, Thus,
if 10 faeries cooperate on a spell, in·
crease the bonus number by +10.

Flute
TOUGHNESS 4
The flute has anextradimensiOlwlgate

spell focused into it (see page 117 of
theTorg Rule Book). To trigger thespell,
a series of 32 notes must be played in
rapid succession.



The Dragon Conspiracy

The Dragon Conspiracy

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To Storm Knigh~, far and near,
We have recently been approached by adelegation from the village ofSlaidburn in

Lancashire. These good people claim that a huge and terrible dragon has taken to
allacking thedwarven clty in the nearby ForestofBow~nd. Thedwarves, they claim,are
their friends, bringing them supplies when the weather turns harsh and using magic to
protect them from the dangerous beas~ that sla1k the realm.

But this dragon has proven too formidable an opponent. The dwarves apparently
wounded him in battle, and the dragon ~ now determined to destroy them in revenge.
Their magic no longer seems to affect this crealure, and it has caused cave-ins in the
dwarves' city and killed many members of the tribe.

The dwarves refused to come speak with US themselves, nor would they allow any
memberof the Home Guard to aid them, being full ofprideand suspicious by nalure. But
their allies have requested that aStorm Knight (or maybe several) be sent to thewood to
add their b~des to the struggle.

We will not presume to orderany Knigh~ intosuch danger, but do urgently request
that they consider the gravity of this problem and act with all due haste to resolve it.

Gamemaster Information: The
visit to Pella Ardinay by a group of
"concerned villagers" from Slaidbum
wasstageone in an elaborate deception
designed to force Uthorion to recruit a
dwarven tribe on its own terms and at
the same time drive a wedge between
Ardinay, the lCnightsand the Draconis
Aysle.

In truth, the Bowland dwarves have
never provided food to Slaidbum,
more often they have stolen it. And
any beasts that have attacked the viI·
lage in the past were most likely set
upon it by the dwarves out of pure
malice. The leader of the dwarves,
Shiana, magically charmed the lead·
ers ofSlaidbum into believing that the
dwarves were their benefactors, and
sent them off to Oxford with a story
about a terrible dragon.

A winged creatureactually hasbeen
attacking the dwarves, but it is one of
the benevolent Draconis Aysle, seek·
ing to protect the villagers from the

depredations of the dwarves. During
a battle with the dragon, Shiana's
warriors succeeded in wounding it in
the throat, costing it the use of speech
and its deadly flame breath. Shiana
mixed the scales tom off the Draconis
AyslewithsomedonatedbyaDraconis
Teutonica and cast a spell making the
good fire dragon resemble the evil air
serpent.

The Draconis Aysle is unaware of
the illusion cast about him, and thus
unable to use his Mind to fight off its
effects. Shiana's plot is to lure Storm
Knights to Bowland and have them
kill the dragon - once its aspect turns
back to that of a benevolent beast, the
Knights will bedisgraced, the Draconis
Aysle will cease to trust them, and
Shiana and her tribe will haveattained
great status in the eyes of Uthorion.

When the Knights arrive in
Slaidbum, the town leaders will be
emphatic about what a great help the
dwarves have been, but the rest of the

residents will be reluctant to discuss
the subject. (Those Shiana could not
persuade, her warriors terrorized into
cooperation.) Many of the villagers
may even refuse to give the Knights
supplies they can use in their hunt for
the dragon - with a Perception total of
8, the Knights notice that absolutely
no damage of any kind has been done
by the dragon to the town.

When the Knights reach the
dwarven city in the ForestofBowland,
they willbewelcomed withopenarms,
given a feast, and hailed as saviors.
Shiana will focus her persuasiveefforts
on one of the male Knights, trying to
convince him of just how dangerous
the dragon is, and how important it is
that it be destroyed.

The dragon will attack soon after
the banquet, pursuing a squad of war
riors (sent to goad it into just such an
action). If the Knights battle the crea·
lure, be sure to use the statistics for a
Draconis Aysle in determining dam·
age values. During the fight, have the
Knights generate Perception or evi·
dence analysis totals. On a total of 10 or
above, the Knights will notice that
some of their shots seem to be passing
right through the dragon's body, as if it
weren't really there! Shiana's spellgave
the dragon the illusion of being much
larger than it actually is, so parts of the
body seen by the Knights (particularly
the tail) have no real substance.

Thednlgon-angeredby the Knights'
attack, will fight back, but will flee if
the battle goes against it. Shiana will
suggest that the Knights and the
dwarves mount an expedition into the
forest to slay the beast while it is still
recovering from the battle. If the
Knights refuse, the dragon will con·
tinue to mount attacks, always leaving
before the Knights can do any real
damage, and the dwarves will begin
questioning the Knights' courage for
resisting the idea of taking the battle to
the dragon.

Should the expedition be mounted.,
mention to the Knights as they near
the dragon's cave that the ground is
covered with scorch marks. Any
Knight with a scholar (retllm lore) total
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of9will realizethat DraconisTeutoniea
do not shoot fire, but arctic air. The 20
dwarf troops will stay toward the rear,
planning to kill the Storm Knights af
ter they have disposed of the dragon.

Asthedragonemerges from itseave
todo battle, the Knights will see its tail
pass through solid rock. That, com·
bined with the other dues, should
signal the Knights that something is
not right, whilethedwarfscontinueto
urge them to attack. If the Knights
refuse to attack the dragon, the beast
will not attack them, final proof that it
is not what it seems to be. At that
point, the dwarves will attack both the
Knights and the dragon.

Once that battle is over. the spell on
the dragon will reach the limit of its
duration and it will once again look
like a Draconis Aysle. Now knowing
they have been tricked, the Knights
ean mount an attack on the dwarves'
dty and try toeapture Shiana, or they
can attempt to lure her and her 15
remaining warriors out by inviting
her to see the dead body of the dragon.

Oraconis Aysle
See page 32 of the Torg World Book,
or the Aysle Sourcebook.
Note: This dragon often appears as

a Draconis Teutoniea, due to a spell
cast by the dwarf mage, but its at
tributes and skills remain that of an
Aysle. Also, the dragon is unable to
speak or breathe fire due to a severe
injury to its throat.

Shiana
DEXTERITY 9
Maneuver 10. missile weapons 10
STRENGTH 8
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION U
Alteration magic 14, evidence
analysis 13, language 13. hick 13
MIND 11
Conjuration magic 14, test 12
CHARISMA 10
Charm 12, persuasion 11
SPIRIT ,
Intimidation 9
Spells: Dvergamal,fa1se image,c1wrm
person.

Arcane Knowledges: air 3, folk 5,
mrth 1. living forus 4.
Possibilities: 8
Description: Shiana is a beautiful

dwarf mage. whose mystical powers
and magnetic personalityhaveenabled.
her to rise to the leadership of the
Bowland dwarves. When encounter·
ing a potential foe, she will usually
rely on herown natural abilities to win
him over, and if need be, augment
them a bit with a charm person spell.

Quote: "The forest is lovely in the
evening, is it not? The darkness hides
somanythings- thelover'sembrace.
the bitter blow, Death's gathering of
souls for the journey to his realm. Aye,
how often is the night filled with ...
possibilities."

Owarl Warrior
DEXTERITY 9
Dodge 10, melee weapons 12, un
armed combat 11
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 9
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Key
1. Concealed tunnel

entmn<e
2. Guard station
3. Living quarters
4. Supply tunnel
S. Armory
6. Shiana's chamber
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PERCEPTION 9
Tracking 10
MIND 7
Survival 8, test 9
CHAR1SMA6
Charm 8, persuasion 8
SPIRIT 7
Intimidation 9
Equipment: dwarf spike, damage
valueSTR+4/13;dwarfmail,armor
value TOU+4/13
Additional Skills:one magical skill
at +1,and one arcane knowledge at
+1

False Image

Axiom Level: 7
Skill: conjuration/light 19

B.JIc:klash: 15
Difficultr- 11
Effect Value: 0
Bonus Number to: duration

Range: 15 (one kilometer)
Duration: 18 (one hour)
Cast Time: 23 no hours)
Manipulation: control, state, cast

time

Tocast this spell, the magician must
have something of, or belonging to,
his target and something from the
being whose form he wishes his target
to assume. Both are placed in a caul
dron filled with boiling water and

stirred until the liquid contains suffi
cient elements of both. Then a cup full
of the water is drawn from the caul
dron, and the mage calls forth the
mixed aspects, sending them through
the air until they find their target.

The power of the spell is such that,
at any time during its duration when
the target is within one kilometer of
the caster, he will assume the form

The Dragon Conspiracy

r
!

designated in the rite. As with the
somewhat similar disguise self spell,
trying to make a member of one race
look like a member of another (i.e.,
attempting to make a dwarf look like
a troll) increases the difficulty number
by +2.

A successful Mind total against a
difficulty number of 12 is required to
fully disbelieve the illusion.

I.
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Torg: Queenswrath

The Beasts Beyond the Light

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Heed these words, citizens of Aysle,
Throughout the forests of the realm on moonlit nights, malicious creatures are

hunting for human prey. All of thosewho value their livesand sanityare advised to listen
well for the cry of the woU, and bolt your door.; and windows il that eerie howl should
be heand.

Threedays past, twostrangely-garbed refugees wandered into the gardensofChrist
Church Coliege. One of our loyal Guardsmen stopped the pair and, after ascertaining
that they posed no threat, conducted them to the audience chamber to speak with the
court.

Afteralengthy interview, we came to understand that the frightened woman and her
son who stood before us sought sanctuary in Aysle. But they refused to name thecause
of the terror that possessed them, and insisted they must speak with Ardinay, arequest
that was granted.

The woman told Lady Ardinay she and her boy had fled from the realm of Orror.;h,
but werebeing pUlSUed by apairof vicious werewolves.Sheestimated that the creatures
were, at most, two days behind them. Being aVictorian, aIypeof folk native to thecosm
oIOrror.;h, shehad encounteredgreatdifficulty findingher way toOxford. She informed
us 01 agreat danger to Aysle from the realm 01 horror that bids fair to menace all who
reside here.

As payment for their information, we have found asafe haven for the pair, but it is
certain thatthe werewolveswill nol be far behind. This woman is avaluableally,and we
ask that any Storm Knights who wish to protect Aysleshould report to the college and
serve as guide to the woman and boy on their long journey 10 true safely.

Gamemaster Information: As the
dawn lit the sky above Oxford three
days ago, two exceptionally dirty and
worn travelers wandered into the gar·
dens of Christ Church College. Their
clothing and hairstyles struck Ayslish
eyes as quite unusual, and they acted
as if they had lost their way. Although
their manners were strange, the
Guardsmanwhometthemrecognized
all too well what was in their eyes-it
was fear.

When the woman, Martha Baines,
was brought before Ardinay, she ex·
plained that her flight had begun two
weeks before, shortly after she over·
heard a meeting her husband was
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holding in his study. Her husband,
Leland, isan important Victorian lord,
and though he was always reluctant to
discuss his business affairs, she knew
that he was in the service of someone
extremely powerful, someone whom
heseemed to fear. When theVictorians
came to Earth's rescue, Leland in·
structed her to pack her important
belongings, forthey would be moving
to this new cosmo

Life was pleasant in their new
home,although herhusband was gone
for hours, even days, at a time. Re
cently, things grew worse - his
manner changed drastically, and he
began to spend his nights locked in his

study with an assortment of strange,
sinister men.

Unbeknownst to Martha, Leland
was a slave of the Gaunt Man. He had
grown increasingly agitated of late
when that obnoxious creature,
Thratchen, would not allow him tosee
the Master. Finally, driven by curios·
ity, Leland broke into Illmound Keep
to find the answer to the mystery. To
his horror, he found the Gaunt Man,
trapped within a raging maelstrom,
his body being torn to bits and
reassembled over and over again.
Suddenly, he realized that Thratchen
meant to take over the realm, and so
was keeping the Gaunt Man's fate a
secret. This, he decided, must notbe
better that he, and his associates,
should rule than that patheticgargoyle.

The next evening, heand his friends
began to plot. Martha was attempting
to keep their son quiet and out of the
way, but at one point he ran to the
study door crying for his father. As
she went to draw him away, she over·
heard part of the conversation within.
Thefew words sheheard wereenough
to convince her that Leland was not
the wonderful man she had believed
him to be, but an ambitious, brutal
fiend. The last words she heard him
speak were a reference to a woman
named Ardinay, and the possibility
for Orrorsh to expand if she could be
eliminated.

Martha knew what she had to do.
She took her son and escaped into the
night, determined to reach Aysle and
warn Ardinay of her husband's mon·
strous plans. Unfortunately for her,
Thratchen's spies spotted her and re
ported it. That was even more unfor
tunate for Leland, for it prompted
Thratchen to look into his activities
and have both him and his friends
arrested, tortured, and put to death as
traitors.

That eliminated all the loose ends
but one: Martha. Thratchen sent a pair
of werewolves after her, but she man·
aged to evade them and make it to
Aysle. After hearing herstory, Ardinay
decided to send her, with a group of
Storm Knights, to Tintern Abbey near



Monmouth on the Welsh border.
Tintem Abbey was founded in 1131

and lies in a wooded valley on the
River Wye. It wasclosed in 1536, along
with a number of other monasteries,
by Henry VIll, and the grounds fell
into ruin. But when the AysJe axiom
wash came over, much of the abbey
was restored. to its original state.

When the Storm Knights arrive for
an audience with the Lady Pella, she
will instruct them to take Martha and
her son to the Abbey, and she will also
makesurethatthegroupissufficiently
equipped with weapons that can be
usedagainst werewolves.'Thesewould
include: religious items, wheellock
pistols loaded with silver bullets, and
silver daggers.

TheStormKnightsfaceaharrowing
journey from Oxford to Wales, with
ghouls and goblins ""king all along
the way. Feel free to have these crea-

tures mount a few raids on the party
during the hip.

When the Storm Knights reach the
Abbey, they can set up camp in the
centercloisterarea. Here, theyaresur
rounded by walls, but still have the
advantageofa vast amount ofspace in
which to maneuver in case of battle.
On their second night there, Martha
goes down to the river for fresh water.
When she gets to the shore, she hears
noise in the low brush. Just then, she
sees the glint of yellow eyes and the
flash of claws. She runs for the Abbey
in terror, fortunate enough to get inside
the walls before the creature catches
her. It is then that onewerewoUcomes
crashing through the huge stained
glass window, whiletheotherattempts
to break down the door. The wolves
are being driven as much by sheer
blood-lust as by the orders they were
given, and will stop at nothing to kill

The Beasts Beyond the Ughl

the Knights and the innocents in their
care. Uthe battleisgoingagainst them,
thewerewolvesmay makeaconcerted
effort to grab the boy and use him to
hold off the Knights.

U the Storm Knights are able to
defeat the werewolves, Martha and
her son will be able to remain at the
Abbey in peace,asonly thosecreatures
knew her hiding place. However, if
one of the wolves escapes, they will
have to track it down and kill it to
ensure Martha's future safety. The
Knights may then retumtoArdinay to
report and be rewarded fortheirbrav
erywithcustom-madesuitsofelfmail.
Each Knight will also have earned an
honor point.

Werewolves (wolf forms)
DEXTERITY 14
DOO.ge 15, maneuver 16, running
16, stealth 15, unarmed combat 18
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The Enclosed Cloister Key

1. Cloister grounds
2. Storm Knights'

<amp
3. Enclosed passage

tod"u,,"
.. a"uch
s. Stained giaM

windows
6. River
7. Enclosed passage
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STRENGTH 13
TOUGHNESS 15
PERCEPTION 12
Tracking 18
MIND 7
Test 9, willpower 13
CHARISMA'
Taunt 10
SPIRIT 11
Intimidation 13, reality 14,
shapeshifting 15
Possibilities: 5
Natural Tools: claws, damage
value STR+2/15; teeth, damage
value STR+3/15
Note: resistant to physical attacks:

only takes shock damage from non
magical, non-silver weapons

(Human Form)
DEXTERITY 9
Dodge 10, maneuver 10, stealth 11,
unarmed combat 12
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 10
PERCEPTION 15
Evidence analysis 17, find 16, first
aid 16, language 16, trick 16
MIND 13
Survival 14, test 14, willpower 14
CHARISMA 12
Charm 13, persuade 13, taunt 14
SPIRIT 11
Reality 14, shapeshifting 15
Description: The above stats are

identical for both werewolves.
Werewolves are the ultimate hunt

ers, combining a rudimentary inteUi
gence with a finely-honed tracking
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ability. Werewolves commonly move
only by night, as it is the light of the
moon which sparks their transforma
tion. However,somewerewolves, like
the ones in this adventure, arecapable
of changing shape at will.

Werewolves are particularly dan
gerous opponents because victims of
their bites inherit their shapeshifting
abilitiesand theirtaste for human flesh.
Forthatreason, werewolvesaregreatly

feared in realms other than Orrorsh,
for the presence of one can result in a
veritable plague of lycanthropy.

Ghouls
See page 32 of the Torg World Book
or the Aysle Sourcebook

Goblins
See page 30 of the Torg World Book
or the Aysle Sourcebook



The Sleep of Death

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

To all subjects,
It has been reported thatanumberofacts o£thievery have recently taken pia", in th<>

cily of London. Among the merchants robbed are many of those specializing in mystic
wares, and th<> items stolen have included mandrake root, tormentiL black hellebore
/low..., and astone made 01 onyx.

Strangely, all 01 th<> merchants have been found in a trance-Iike s1<ep from which
nothingcan rouse them. Also found at the varioussitesweredrippmg. 01melted human
flesh.

It is our belief thai some dark ritual is being prepared, and the stolen herbs and
minerals will play some part in it. We have no idea who the thieves might be, nor how
to awaken th<> enchanled shopkeepm.Weappeal toanyone with information.or anyone
who thinks they know ofaway to gain in/ormation regarding these foul crimes, to take
what action they deem necessaJ)'.

Gam~master Information: The
thefts are being committed by a wiz·
ard and three Ayslish thieves. Their
metIvxl of operation is a diabolical
one: the wizard, Abramelin. has cre
ated a Hand of Glory, a candlestick
made from the hand ofa hanged man,
with the power to castanyone in range
into a deep sleep. Once affected, vic
tims cannot be roused by any means,
physical or magical, and will only re
turn toconsciousness when the Hand's
power is destroyed.. This can be ac
complishedbyextinguishing the Hand
and returning it to the corpse from
which it came.

The thieves have stolen the various
mystical items as part of a plan to
createa talisman which, when planted
in the heart of London, will cause the
residents of entire blocks to suffer
horrible nightmareseach evening. If it
is successful, Abramelin will build
more and place them throughout the
city, eventually driving the popula
tion to the brink of insanity.

If the Storm Knights examine any
of the robbery scenes, a find total of 8

will reveal a book which contains in
formation on the Hand ofGlory. With
a second find total of 9, they will find a
volumeon mystic hemsand minerals,
which will include information on the
talisman Abramelin is trying to con
struct and the nightmare spell. ill any
of the Knights has the schowr (arcane
lore) skill, reduce the difficulty num
bers by one).

The book will also reveal that the
thieves still need one element to
complete their creation, and it is the
rarest of aU: draconite, a mineral
formed in the heads of dragons. The
Storm Knights can split up and visit
various occult shops around the city
(shopkeepers will be neutrtll in gen
eral, although a few may behostikdue
to the number of robberies) and will
discover that only one, The Magic
Shoppe in the Chelsea district, carries
draconite. The owner, Reginald Nash,
has priced thedraconite at 1(XX) pounds
(roughly 343 Ayslish trades), and if he
senses the Knights want to buy it, will
up the priceand refuse to bargain. The
Knights can attempt to convince him

that he will be robbed soon, but hewill
tell them that his burglar alarms will
stop any thief. (Nash has 8s in all at
tributes, and since he really doesn't
believe in "all this occult mumbo
jumbo," no relevant skills,)

The Knights can stake out the store
and attempt to catch Abramelin and
the thieves. Even if they are successful
at defeating the villains, they must still
return the Hand of Glory to its former
owner, which will necessitate getting
the name of thecorpseand cemetery it
was taken from. Abramelin will con
sider the Knights enemies and will be
extremely reluctant to talk - the three
thieves will be neutTal to the Knights,
and will be willing to trade the infor
mation for their freedom.

If the Knights make the deal, the
thieves will tell them that the hand
was taken from the grave of a man
named Mclafferty, recently hanged
by an angry mob for looting. He is
buried in nearby St. Luke's cemetery,
but they will cryptically warn the
Knights that it will not be an easy task
to return the hand.

Indeed, it won't be. Foreseeing his
possible defeat, Abramelin recruited
six Vikings before he journeyed to
London, and has them hiding in a
crypt in the cemetery. When the
Knights arrive bearing the hand, the
Vikings will immediately attack and
try to retrieve the ghastly object.

Abramelin
DEXTERITY 9
Dodge la, missile weapons 11
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 11
Alteration magic 14, trick 12
MIND 11
Conjuration magic 13, test 13
CHARISMA 9
Charm 10, persuasion 10, taunt 10
SPIRITS
Intimidation 9, reality 9
Possibilities: 9
Spells: gain langUJIge,fog, lightning,
sleep ofdeath, nightmare
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Arcane Knowledges: livingforces5,
inanimateforus 3, folk 4, water 3
Equipment: light crossbow, dam
age value 21, range 3-10/100/200;
Hand of Glory
Description: Abramelin is an

Ayslish wizard ofsome renown in his
home cosmo He was originally in the
employ of Pella Ardinay during the
time Uthorion possessed her, but sold
his services to Uthorion (in his new
guise as a Viking chieftain) after
Ardinay's mysterious conversion in
return for knowledge of the sleep of
dmth spell and the means of creating a
Hand of Gtory.

Abramelin is short, with white hair
and beard, and commonly wears a
monk's robe. Heisextremely sensitive
to taunts about his betrayal of Pella.

Quote: "ldid not betray Ardinay
she betrayed Aysle with her weak
ness'"

Ayslish Thieves
DEXTERITY 10
Dodge 11, melee weapons 12,
lockpicking 12, prestidigitation II,
stealth 13, unarmed combat 11
STRENGTH 9
TOUGHNESS 9
PERCEPTION 11
Evidenceanalysis 12, find 12, track
ing 12
MlNDtO
OlARlSMA9
SP1R1T8
Corruption 10, reality 9
Possibilities: 5
Equipmenthatchet,damagevalue
STR+6/15
Description: The three thieves that

work with Abramelin are profession
als, two men and a woman who were
doing fairly well in this new cosm
before allying with the mage. Their
primary reason for doing so was that

his methods reduced. the risk of vi~
lence marring their operations. If
Abramelin is defeated, they will at·
tempt to escape so they can go back to
their own profitable, if more danger·
005, """""-

Quote: "Weare a part of this for as
long as there isa profit to be made,and
no longer."

Vikings
See page 30 of the Torg World Book,
or the Aysle Sourabook
Possibilities: 3
Equipment broadsword, damage
value SfR+6/16; long bow, damage
valueSTR+6/16,range3-101100/250

The Hand of Glory
This is a candlestick made from the

hand ofa hanged man which has been
placed. in saltpeter and then dried in
the sun. The candle-holder is made
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from the hanged man's fat. beeswax
and sesame. Lighting it triggers the
focused spell within. thedreadedsl<tp
ofdmth incantation.

The Sleep of Death

Axiom Level.: 10
Skill: alteration/living forces 18

Sacldash: 15
Difficulty: 10
Effect Value: 10
Bonus Number to: effect

Ra.ng~ 8 (30 meters)
Dwation: dependent upon exist

ence of Hand of Glory.
Cast Time: 9 (one minute)
Manipulation: control stale

To be effective. this spell must be
focused into a Hand of Glory. When
the macabre candle is lit, everyone
within range falls into a deep sleep.
The target must generate a successful
Mind or willpowtr total against a diffi·
culty numberof the spell'seffect value
to awaken. The spell lasts until the
Hand's power is destroyed, at which
point anyone who has suffered its ef
fects will return to consciousness.

Only the caster and those who
helped in the preparation of the Hand
ofGlorybeing used are immune to the
effects of the spell.

Nightmare

Axiom Level: 10
Skill: conjuration/living forces 19

Backlash: 14
Difficulty,10
Elled Value: 11
Bonus Number to: effect

Range: 15 (one kilometer)
Duration: 33 (three months)
Cut Time: 29 (one week)
Manipulation: control, range

Much like sleep of deilth, the night·
mare spell will function only if it is
focused into the proper talisman, in
this case,oneconstructed of hellebore,
onyx, tormentil, mandrake root, and
draconite. Another condition of the
spell is that all the items must be gath
ered from the generalarea targeted for
the spell, and for Abramelin's pur
poses, this means London.

Once the spell is successfully cast,
its power takes hold in every mind

within a one kilometer radius. Its ef
fects will not be felt until the target
goes to sleep, at which point the spell
will provoke night terrors and horrific
visions. The images will vanish when
the target awakens, but will return
when he sleeps again.

Again, those who had a part in
constructing the talismanare immune
to the spell's effects. Others must gen
erate a Mind or willpt1rDtT total against
the effect value of the spell to resist it.

I.
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Assault on Urquhart

I Byorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Be it known throughout the realm,
Nestled deep in the Srottish Highlands, surrounded by rugged mountains, forests

and fields, there ~ agreat body of water that the natives call Loch Ness. Local legends
have long hinted that the waters there are haunted by astrange monster, resembling a
dragon from the cosm of Aysle. Appa",ntly t~ beast, long believed to be amyth, has
now come to life and is terrorizing innocents.

Many residents of the area around the loch fled in terror to Oxford, and begged the
court to send warriors who could challenge and defeat~ monster. We therefore
~patched three of our most loyal Guardsmen to consult with the lord of Urquhart
Castle, who had offered~ services int~ noble cause. We have received no word from
our men or the castle since that time.

There~, perhaps, agreater mystery here than was apparent at first glance. We ask
that any brave Knights make for Loch Ness, there todetennined~monster truly exists
and ~ver the fate of our Guardsmen.

Gamemaster Information: There
are, indeed, dark doings afoot at the
legendary loch. Seeking a firm foot
hold in the British Isles, Uthorion, in
his guise as a Viking leader, ordered a
lieutenant named Gunnbjorn to Scot
land. His mission: assemble an army
from the various dark creatures that
stalk that region and harass the forces
of Light until such time as Uthorion
can return from Scandinavia.

After extensive scouting,
Gunnbjom chose Urquhart Castle as
his basedue to its strategic placement.
This ancient keep is located on the
northern end of the Loch, on the west
shore. It rests on an outcropping of
land flanked by water on two sides
and steep hills on the others. Here
Gunnbjorn could go about his busi
ness in relative isolation and hide his
forces in the hills until ready to strike.

The fraction of the army that has
been assembled up to this point con
sists mainly of some Vikings that fol
lowed their chieftain and an assort
ment of lesser and half-folk. The
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troops are notaUowed within the walls
of the castle, and SO have set up camp
on the hillside behind the castle.

Recruiting and controlling this new
army has been a challenge. Many of
the Vikings are angry at having to
depart the ongoing war in Norway to
idle away the days on the Scottish
heather. In addition, they dislike
working by the sides of trolls and
minotaurs, and the feeling is mutual,
making for a number of brawls.

The weapon Gunnbjornhas used to
greatest effect up to now is a Draconis
Aquatica, which has taken up resi
dence in the loch, bringing the legend
of a sea monster to life. Aquatic drag
ons are vile by nature and tormenting
the locals was an exciting pastime. By
scaring the people away, the army
could be organized in secret and the
local towns would be abandoned and
open to looting. Thedragon alsoserves
as guardian ofGunnbjom's war chest,
which is hidden in a secret chamber
reached through a passage from the
chieftain's room in the castle.

Unfortunately, thedragon attracted
a great deal of attention from local
authorities and, eventually, from Ox
ford as well. Gunnbjom sent a false
message to Ardinay offering the castle
asa baseagainst the monster, and then
slew the Guardsmen when they ar
rived, hoping it would discourage fur
ther attempts to investigate the loch.

If theStorm Knights arrive by night,
they will notice a large number of
campfires in the hills around thecastle.
Attempting to travel overland to the
castle would prompt an attack by the
army, which could well prove fatal for
the Knights.

The only other route to the castle is
across the loch. The Knights can get a
boat from one of the abandoned cot
tages nearby, and it will take two
rounds to reach the far bank (generate
Perception orwatervehicles totals against
a difficulty numberof 7). After the first
round of travel, the dragon will rise
out of the water and attack.

After defeating the monster and
reaching the shore, the Knights will
have to break into the castle (there is a
Viking guard stationed at the main
gateand two more posted on the walls,
a broad hint that danger lurks about).
All the windowsand doors are barred,
so the Knights will have to dispose of
the guardsand enter through the main
courtyard.

Inside, the Knights will see the
shieldsof the Guardsmen mounted on
the wall like trophies. A short search
will lead them to Gunnbjom's suite,
which is guarded by two more Vi
kings. Thechieftaincanbefound inside
his library, mapping out war plans. If
attacked, he will attempt to flee down
the secret passage behind the book
case. Due to the narrow dimensions of
this tunnel, the Knights will have to
attack him individually, rather than in
a group. After he is defeated, the
Knights can explore the rest of the
passage, eventually finding the chest
fiUed with trades that were to finance
the formation of the army. If the
Knights take this with them ordestroy
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it, the army will eventually dissolve of
its own accord, even if another leader
tries to take Gunnb}om's place (gob
lins and half-folk are notoriously mer
cenary, and the Vikings have had
enough of peace).

Gunnbjom
DEXTERITY 10
Maneuver 11, melee weapons 13,
missile weapons 11, swimming 11,
unarmed combat 11
STRENGTH 10
TOUGHNESS 11
PERCEPTION 9
Divination magic 10, scholar

(navigatiOn) 10, trick 10,
MIND 9
Test 10
CHARISMA 9
Charm 10, persuade 10
SPIRIT 8
Intimidate 10, reality 9

Possibilities: 8
Equipment: battle-ax, damage
value STR+s/ls; throwing dagger,
damage value STR+3/13, range 3
S/10/15
Arcane Knowledges: fire 1
Description: Gunnb}om is a tough,

blood-thirsty Viking warrior who
constantly longs for war. He, too, is
restless inScotland, but knows that his
army will see morethanenoughbattle
in the months to come.

Quote: "If I die, I die as a Viking. If
I surrender, I am no better than half
folk - or Storm Knights."

Draeams Aquatica
DEXTERlTYU
Swimming 14, unarmed combat 14
STRENGTH2f
TOUGHNESS 21131
PERCEPTION If
Find 15, trick 16

MIND 19
Conjuration22, test 20, willpower21
CHARISMA 8
Charm 9, persuasion 11, taunt (0)
SPIRIT 8
Intimidation (3), reality 9
Possibilities: Two per Storm
Knight.
Natural Tools: armor, TOU+l0/31;
tail,damagevalueSTR+3/27;steam
breath, damage value 26, range.50/
100/2.50
Arcane Knowledges: water 5, Iiv

ingjoras 2
Description: The Draconis

Aquatica looks a great deal like a long
snake, with a huge tail which it uses as
a rudder when swimming and as a
weapon in battle. This particular
specimen is 18 meters in length.

The dragon has an affinity for el
emental water magic. It uses steam as
a breath weapon, and stores it in a
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single internal sac. After it fires a blast,
it takes two combat rounds for the sac
to refill. It is possible to defend against
theattack using elementalwater magic.

The best offense against the dragon
is to attempt to hick it intoexposing its
"soft" underbelly (Toughness 21).
Other effective tactics are vital blows
aimed at the mouth or eyes (Toughness
11).

Vikings
See page 30 of the Torg World Book
Note: One of the additional skills
must be a magical skill. Characters
also get an arcane knowledge at
one add.
Equipment: short bow, damage
value SfR+S/15, range 3-10/40/
100

Trolls
DEXTERITY 8
Dodge 10, melee weapons 11, un·
armed combat 10
STRENGTH 11
TOUGHNESS 11
PERCEPTION.
Divination magic 8, hick 8
MIND.
Test 8, willpower S
CHARISMA.
TauntS
SPIRIT 5
Intimidation 7
Arcane Knowledges: earth 1
Natural Tools: claws, damage
value SfR+3/14
Equipment: club, damage value
STR+3/14

Minotaurs
See page 30 of the Torg World Book,
or the Aysle Sourcebook.



Henbane the Witch

Henbane the Witch

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Be it known to all residen~ of Oxfonl,
Evil lurks within the hal~ ofChrist Church College, and innocent people have been

hurtby its machinations. All availableevidence indicates that there isatraitor withinour
rourt.

Yesteroay, during the banquet that was held in honor of the Home Guanlsmen who
slew theCanterburydragon, I310yal subjects were overtakenbyan unusual malady. The
symptoms were raving madness and then sudden rollapse. At lhis writing, all remain
unronscious and no means to rouse them has been found. The only clue that has been
~vered ~ the fact thatallofthose inquestion dined at the same table and wereserved
from the same platte" and jugs.
~unfortunate incident must be investigated and the party responsible broughtto

justice. Tolwyn of House Tancred has voiced the opinion that this was an assassination
attempt, but the intended target~unknown. We thereforerequest the aid ofanyone who
'"" rontribute to the swift resolution of~matter. Thosewhom to help root out the
darkness that has taken hold here are asked to apply al Chrisl Church College for an
audience with Lady Pella Ardinay.

Gamemaster Information: As
Tolwynsuspects, theeventsof the day
just past were an assassination attempt
on Lady Ardinay. Approximately two
weeks ago, a black ferret was sighted
by two of the children of the court,
seemingly drOWning in the pond at
the center of the college gardens. The
children saved the ferret, and pre
sented it to Ardinay as a gift. Ardinay
fell in love with her new pet and even
gave it its own bed in her personal
chambers.

Thisferret, however,isrea1lya witch
by the name of Henbane. She used the
disguise of an animal as a means of
gaining access to the court, and after
taking the time to plan, made her at
tempt against Ardinay's life. The eve
before the banquet, at the stroke of
midnight, she poisoned the wine jugs
that were intended to be used at the
head table with thorn apple, a power
ful herb.

Butfate intervened to save the Lady
of the Light. A new serving girl erred
and brought the jugs to the wrong
table. Shortly after the meal began, all
of those who had consumed the wine
began to shriek, tear at their hair, and
attack those around them before fall
ing unconscious.

Ardinay had enough foresight to
personally take the food and wine from
that table, store it in special containers
and lock it ina room to which only she
has the key. When the Storm Knights
arrive, they can take samples and, on
aMindorscience(chemistry)totalofgood
success or below, they will know that
the wine was poisoned. (Generate the
totals against a difficulty numberof9).
Onasuperior orspectacularsuccess, they
will be able to identify the poison as
thorn apple, which causes madness,
coma and death.

The Storm Knights also have access
to the Bodleian Library on HighStreet,

if they should choose to use its re
sources. On a find total of 10, they dis·
cover a book that reveals that thorn
apple is a poison most often favored
by witches. The book will also reveal
that witches are capable of changing
their shape, and among the animals
whose forms they have been known to
assume are ferrets.

UponarrivingbackatChristChurch
College, the Storm Knights must con
vince Pella Ardinay that her ferret is
the culprit and must be confronted.
Eliminating the witchwillbeextremely
tricky: Henbane has a great deal of
mystical experience, and has no inten
tion of allowing herself to be taken.
However, the polymorphism spell
which enables her to take on the aspect
of a ferret has a duration of only one
hour, at which point she reverts back
to her human form. This will force her
to abandon any narrow hiding places,
and a number of her attributes will
decrease in ~treClgth (see below).

Over the spanof the last two weeks,
Henbane investigated the college and
memorized the layout of its halls in
case she should need to escape in an
emergency. If the Storm Knights de
cide to attack her, she would most
likely attempt to hide in any of the
numerous holes that can be found in
the walls. Thereis alsoasecretpassage
that leads from behind the fireplace in
Ardinay's quarters to a hidden exit
near the back gate.

However, even ifshe is able to elude
the Storm Knights for a brief time, she
will be certain to overhear that the
whole city is roused and hunting for a
ferret. She may attempt to change into
another animal (most likely a wild
dog), or she may allow herself to re
turn tohuman fonnand makeanother
attempt on Ardinay.

Henbane the Witch
DEXTERITY 8
Dodge 9, maneuver 9, melee weap
ons 9, stealth 9
STRENGTH 7
TQUGHNESS8
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PERCEPTION 14
Alteration magic 17, divination
magic 16, trick 15
MINOI3
Apportation magic 14, conjuration
magic 14
CHARlSMA8
Charm 9, persuade 9
SPIRIT 8
lntimidation 9, reality 9
Possibilities: 10
Spells: polymorphism, Rway sight,
conju.red fireball, disgu.ise self, fly, fog,
nulge dark, steillth walk
Arcane Knowledges: entity5,fo1k4,
avian 3,light 1, dark 1, fire 1, water 1,
etlrth 1
Equipment: dagger, damage value
STR +3/10

Polymorphism

Axiom Level: 10
Skill: alteration/entity 17

Backlash: 12
Difficulty. 11
Effect Value: 0
Bonus Number to: effect

Range: self
Duration: 18 (one hour)
Cast Time: 2 (2.5 seconds)
Manipulation: control

This is an alteration nulgic spell,
which enables the caster to assume
other shapes. While in the form of a
dog, raven orbat, the witch retains her

normal stats, with the following ex
ceptions: as a dog, ferret or bat, the
witchobtains a bite for use as a natural
tool (damage value 12 as a dog, 9 as a
bat or ferret); as a raven or bat, she has
flight skill at 15; in any of these forms,
she gains +2 to all Daterity-based
skills.

Description: Henbane has nursed
a burning hatred for Ardinay for cen
turies,and has spentmuchof that time
planning her revenge. The tale begins
soo years ago in the Ayslecosm, when
Uthorion mounted his invasion hom
Orrorsh and challenged Ardinay. The
Dark High Lord approached
Henbane's coven with a proposal that
theypm foro>sagainst Anlinay,a plan
to which the witches agreed {for a

/. "\
QuunBrorath: Hmb""" tJu Witch
Pollack Hall, Christ Churclt College Key

1. Kitchen
2. Storage room

where food and
wine is kept

3. Banquet room

\(000£0 ~ 10
00

~I
<- Head table
5. Poisoned table

•• Ardinay's suite
I!J 7. Sitting room

OBOO
f- 8. Clooet

0
9. Ferrefsbed

0 10. Ft.replace
(entrance to secret
passage)

11. Secret passage
12. Main Entrance

Du 13. Exit to back gate
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Henbane the Witch

reasonable fee). Butbefore the witches
could act on his behalf, Ardinay
learned of their treason and banished
them to a remote island in the Frozen
Sea.

There the witches lived out the cen
turies, deprived of access to the herbs
and talismans they needed to work
much of their magic. Fmally,a mereSO
years ago, a Freetrader shipwandered
too close to the isle, and Henbane (the
only surviving witch) was able to
ensorcel the crew and escape her
prison. She went to the Valley of the

Sword, determined to kill her enemy,
and found an Ardinay who was not
Ardinay. Unsure of why she sensed
such strange things about Lady Pella,
she went into hiding in the lands of
House Daleron and bided her time.

When Henbane heard that a mi
raculous change had come over
Ardinay during the invasion of Earth,
she decided to investigate for herself.
This Pella, she found, was the same
woman who had condemned her sis
ters to death, and at last she would
take her revenge.

Henbane was, at one time, quite
beautiful. But she is now close to 650
years old, and even sorcery can only
hold off the ravages oftimefor so long.
She can still appear lovely in dark
areasof Aysle, but in areasdominated
by the Light,she is revealed asa horrid
hag with a jutting chin, hooked nose,
and relatively little hair on her head.

Quole: "My hatred for Ardinay is a
thing eterna.l, alive with a dark and
terrible beauty."

I.
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The Crown of Arthur

IByorder of Pella Ardinay,
Lady of the Light:

Hearken to these words, all Aysle subjects,
Agood shepherd leading his flock homeward claims to have seen agathering of

ghouls at the abbey on Glastonbury Tor. They were working with spades and shovels in
the ancient cemetery there, where many great and holy men are said to be buried.

The shepherd, who goes by the name Adric, allowed his curiosity to rule him and
crossed the ,",",hes to see what the creatures were aboul. They had tom the headstones
from the earth, tossed them aside and unearthedanumber of ancient coffins. Bones were
scattered everywhere, hut the ghouls seemed to take no notice of them. They seemed
intent on their search, and Adric took advantage of this to draw closer.

The ghouls, it seems, were unhappy with their task, afew muttering that they had
been promised meat and had found only bones and dusl. When one spoke of this too
loudly, awoman c~d in black stepped from the shadows and, without aword, tore the
creature's throat oul. Then, with ahiss, she lifted the unholy thing and threw it into one
of the now..mpty graves. The other ghouls cowered at the sight of this, and went back
to their labors.

Having witnessed this gruesome attack, Adric was afraid and made to leave. But as
he took astep, he saw the dark woman tum in his direction, her eyes blazing red. When
the villain made no move toward him, Adric began to run. Suddenly, there rose agreat
howl, and his flock was set upon by apack of ravenous wolves.

Adric fled to his cottageand remained there throughout the eve, expecting the ghouls
to set upon him at any moment. They did not come, and when dawn rose over the
,",",hes,he returned toGlastonbury Abbey. There hefound his sheep,s~ughtered to the
last, but no sign of the dark woman or her creatures,

The shepherd's story bears the ring of truth, but he can offer no explanation for the
actions ofthe ghouls. His terror is such that he is leavingGlastonbury, and he has refused
to serve as guide to any parties traveling there.

We believe that something of great importance is taking place on the tor, but do not
have the forces on hand, at present, to investigate it. The presence of ghouls and an
unidentified being of great power mark this as adangerous quest, but one that must be
undertaken for the safety of the realm.

Gamemaster Information:
Glastonbury Abbey in the west of

England is the rumored burial site of
Arthur Pendragon, legendary hero of
the island nation. The abbey features
an ancient cemetery, and it is there
that the "once and future king" is said
to be interred.
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In truth, Arthur is not buried there,
but his royal crown is. It was placed
there to deceive any mystics who
sought the kings tomb (and indeed,
the aura of the crown was sufficiently
powerful to fool the Glastonbury
monks into thinking they were near
the actual burial site). This symbol of

Arthur's power is an eternity shard,
with the group power of life-thrend
(see below).

The ghouls have been visiting the
cemetery every evening in search of
Arthur's grave. They are led by a
vampyre named Marta Sebban, who
is well aware of the fact that there is no
actualbodyintheground,butdes~

the crown. A mortal injury to the heart
is one of the few things a vampyre
must fear, but with an eternity shard
that could heal such injuries, shecould
gatheranarmyofthe undead to follow
her. With the Gaunt Man absent, and
the relatively weak Thratchen in
charge, Marta believes the time has
come to try and conquer both the realm
on Earthand theOrrorshcosm. (Marta
is unaware that the shard cannot be
used outside of the British Isles.)

The ghouls have been told that
Arthur's corpse will be in the grave
and intact, and that feasting upon it
will make them enormously power
ful. This,ofcourse, is a lie, but Marta is
confident shecan deal with them if the
need arises. Marta has so far resisted
bringing other vampyres in on her
quest, for fear oneof them might wrest
the shard from her once it is found.
Thus she has had to be content with
the aid of four ghouls, who are by
nature prone to disloyalty. She has
already had to make an example of
one to keep the others in line. If the
search takes too long, she may have
great difficulty keeping the ghouls at
work (and if one should inform
Thratchen about her operation in
Aysle, she would most likely have to
abandon it).

TheStorm Knights can discover the
significance of Glastonbury Abbey in
Arthurian legend either through re
search at a library (a find total of 10) or
by traveling there and asking the
residentsof the villageofGlastonbury
about the area. Books will not contain
any information on what is supposed
to have been buried with Arthur, but
villagers may have heard tales of his
legendary crown. They will be glad to
share that information, providing the
Storm Knights promise not to take



Arthur's body, his crown, oranything
else they might find away from
Glastonbury.

The Storm Knights can attempt to
visit the abbey in the daytime, and if
one has mystic abilities (such as the
dda:t mDgic spell), he may be able to
sense thegenera11ocationof thecrown
(ona minimDJ,avtrQgtorgood result, the
Knight can narrow the search area to a
100 meter area, on a superior result, to
within 50 meters, and on a sptehzCullJr
result, to with 25). U none of the
Knights have such abilities, they will
simply be forced to dig for the crown
(a find total of 16). H the KJtights find
the crown and take it from the abbey,
Marta and herghoulswill pursue them
once darkness falls.

U the Knights simply wait for the
ghouls to find the crown, they will
have to battle Marta for its possession.
The ghouls will turn on Marta once
theysee there is no body tobe had, but
if the Knights attack before Marta has
disposed of them. they will side with
her against the intruders.

U the Knights defeat Martaand keep
the crown, they can take it with them
or re-inter it in the abbey cemetery (if
they had promised the villagers not to
remove it, but take it anyway, subtract
an honor point from each Knight and
a Possibility from their award at the
end of the adventure.) U Marta gets
the crown, she will quickly discover it
cannot be used outside of this section
of Aysle, and will begin organizing a
group of Ayslish vampyres and other
creatures to use as a power base in
future operations against Orrorsh.

Marta Sebann
DEXTERITY 12
Acrobatics 20, dodge 19, maneuver
17, running 17, stealth 20, unarmed
combat 20
STRENGTH 16
Climbing 19
TOUGHNESS 18
PERCEPTION 11
Alteration magic 15, find 14, lan
guage 15, scholar (Arthurian lore)
16, trick 16

The Crown of Arthur

MIND 14
Test 23, willpower 23
CHARISMA 1.
Charm 26, persuasion 21
SPIRlT9
Faith 12, intimidation 17, reality 18
Possibilities: 10
Natural Tool.: fangs, damage
value STR+2/18; nails, damage
value STR+3/19.
Spelk polymorphism, riluDl of p<r
aption preptlration
Atune Knowledges: folk 6
Description: Marta Sebann was a

17th-eentury French courtesan in the
cosm of Orrorsh. She was visiting the
Americas with one of her "patrons"
whentheGauntMan'sinvasionbegan.
Her companion was slain by a
werewolf, and she was about to be
come his next victim when the High
Lord himself intervened. He brought
her to a mansion and offered her food
and drink, which she refused. Finally,
weak from hunger and emotional ex
haustion,. she collapsed.
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That night, and for the two nights
following, Marta had a bizarre dream:
a man clad in blac.k came to her room,
bent over her, and kissed her throat in
such a way that she felt warmth flood
through her limbs.ln themoming, she
would feel weak and listless. On the
third day, she fell into a deep sleep
when she awakened again. she dis
covered to her terror that she was in a
coffin!

Something deep inside of her told
her to concentrate on slipping free of
the coffin. In the next moment, she felt
her body dissolve into mist and she
drifted through the crack in the coffin
lid and past six feet of soil, finding
herself in the graveyard behind the
Gaunt Man's residence.
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She knew what she had become,
and her experience in the coffin had
left her with a mortal terror of death.
She sought out the vampyre who had
transformed her and staked him, tak·
ing great satisfaction in the act. Since
that time, she has operated semi·in
dependently, serving the Gaunt Man
when it suited her purposes,going her
own way at other times. For his part,
the High Lord admired her spirit, and
was content to let her believe she was
a free being until he saw fit to exercise
his dominance.

Marta is a stunningly beautiful
woman, with ebony tresses that hang
about her shoulders, enticing lips, and
a slim figure. The only jarring things
about her appearance are her gleam·

ing fangs and long, razor-sharp nails.
By the time she is closeenough for one
to notice these, it is usually too late.

Quote: 1)eath is the destroyer, not
I. I bring etema11ife, at the petty price
of a soul. Is that so much to pay for my
kiss?"

Ghouls
See page 32 of the Torg World Book
or the Aysu Sourcebook.

Crown of Arthur
Cosm: Core Earth
Possibilities: 35
Tapping Difficulty: 15
Purpose: To protect its bearer from

mortal injury.
Powers: The shard can connect a

mortally wounded person to a group
via a thin invisible conduit through
which possibilityenergycan flow. The
wounded personcan thusbesustained
until healed to a wound level less than
morlili. A character cannot be killed
whileconnected tosucha ''lifethread."

Group Power: Life Thread
Resbictions: Cannot be used out·

side of the British Isles.
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"By Order of Pella Ardinay, Lady of the Light ..."
So begins each of the documents called Queenswraths,

proclamations calling aU knights of honor to do baUle with
the forces of corruption and darkness on behalf of the
Speaker of the People of Aysle. Only the most evil and
powerful enemies of the magical realm find their names on
these decrees. Do you have what it takes to undergo a quest
for the Lady of the Light?

Throughout the realm of Aysle, from the shores of England to the
fjords of Scandinavia, the servants of darkness continue their war of
conquest and corruption. Lady Pella Ardinay stands as a bright light
within the gathering darkness, calling the servants of good and honor to
battle for the defense of the realm.

From agents of the Cyberpapacy operating in Oslo to monsters under
Lord Uthorion's command rampaging in Ireland, from deadly skeleton
cultists to warring faerie nations, Aysle has more than its share of the
Possibility War's evil. And now Lady Ardinay is calling for help.

Queenswrath is full of adventure hooks set in the fantasy realm of
Aysle. It comes complete with villains and their statistics, dreadful plans
and plots against honor, and maps of important new locations. Pella
Ardinay provides the quests - you provide the Storm Knights and the
courage to see them through!

ii, flO &. C 1990 West End Cames. All Rights Reservt.'d.
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this supplement b Sl'1 in TilrS' s E.,rlh of the ~ear
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thl' situations and ,ldn'nturl' ideas can be in
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